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Abstract

While the rapid development of modern communication, the Internet, and multimedia tech-
nology has enabled users to obtain unprecedented abundant information resources very conve-
niently, it also brought about the problem of ”information overload”. To tackle the problem,
researchers began to investigate various automated information filtering techniques that aim to
select those information fragments out of large volumes of (dynamically generated) information
that are most likely to meet the user’s information requirements. Since then, various methods
ranging from content-based filtering (CBF) to collaborative filtering (CF) and related filtering
systems have been developed. But in spite of many success stories in this research area, it be-
came clear that the information filtering techniques, whichare solely based on the content of
information resources, are not sufficient for personalizedrecommendation where people play a
quite important role in.

In addition to exploiting content features, researchers believe that information filtering must
also consider human factors in information production and communication processes, in par-
ticular, the interests, preferences, and behavioral characteristics of people involved. Recently,
some research efforts have been devoted in subject areas like information retrieval (IR), data
mining (DM), and artificial intelligence (AI) to analyze such aspects so as to mine and utilize
relations between users to realize more accurate and effective personalized recommendation.

Although research in the above areas resulted in some usefulmethods that measure the
similarity between different users and increase the prediction accuracy of interest matching
algorithms, the challenge of scalability remains unsolved. Many web applications including e-
learning, which lies in the focus of this thesis, exhibit inherent properties such as openness and
distribution that are not addressed by existing solutions.They were designed with a centralized
architecture in mind and do not scale well. In addition, learning behavior is a very complicated
process that requires a more elaborate scheme than exists today to capture relevant user features
for the purpose of matching learner interests. To accommodate these needs, a novel personalized
recommendation model and the design and implementation of related matchmaking algorithms
are required.

Our work particularly aims at providing an operational framework with a high degree of
generality and scalability through research on:

• modeling and analysis of dynamic user behavior in open environments,

• discovery of users with similar interests in distributed communities, and

• self-organized bi-directional community construction.

As part of this framework, several algorithms have been designed, analyzed, and compared
to evaluate their robustness and efficiency. Finally, we apply the above results to an e-learning
scenario for which we present an effective solution for learning community monitoring and
personalized resource recommendation in large-scale network education. An empirical study of
the approach showed that our prototype system facilitates experience sharing and collaboration
among students with similar status and interests.

The theoretical results produced in this research have beenapplied to the real e-learning envi-
ronment at Shanghai Jiao Tong University to evaluate their effectiveness in monitoring learning
communities and recommending personalized resources in large-scale network education. In
the end we tried to demonstrate that the recommendation and community building techniques
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facilitate experience sharing and collaboration among students with similar status and interests.

The main scientific contributions of this thesis include:

1. Formal model of personalized recommendation systems.Relying on related theories
and concepts in social networking, we formalize the problemof personalized recommen-
dation in open environments from the multi-agent point of view. We present a structure
of a self-organizing community whose members are linked through group agents. This
structure accommodates the needs of personalized recommendation in an open environ-
ment. We introduce the concept of group membership to model the degree of trust of
users in a particular community. Based on that, we propose a novel award-adjustment
and member-exchange scheme to capture and utilize the personal feature embedded in
the requests of users so as to implement highly effective reciprocal community construc-
tion and recommendation.

2. Model for maintaining interest features. We introduce a vector space model into the
above algorithm to construct an interest feature vector (IFV) for each user based on the
feature frequency of different resources and user ratings on them. The feature vector
serves to provide the criteria for evaluating the consistency of user interests. This allows
us to solve the problem of possible decrease of prediction accuracy, which may be caused
by resource name based match.

3. P2P community model. We present a P2P community model based on free network
structure to solve the deficiency of a fixed community structure in the above method.
Each user is regarded as an equal peer in the system, which maintains its neighborhood
autonomously. Based on this assumption, a Hebbian learningalgorithm based on con-
sistency learning has been proposed to evolve the trust relationship between users and
adjust the community structure, thus enabling the whole user network evolve to multiple
self-organized communities under the reciprocity of intelligent agents. The experimental
results, which rely on standard benchmarks, show that, compared with traditional collabo-
rative algorithms, our method has better prediction accuracy and community construction
efficiency.

4. Community construction framework. Finally we propose SORCERY, a novel self-
organized reciprocal community construction algorithm framework, that exhibits a high
degree of generality and scalability for personalized recommendation in open environ-
ments. Based on the SORCERY platform, we implement a learning community monitor
and personalized recommendation system for e-learning based on the JADE intelligent
agent platform. It provides many useful functions such as neighbor management, re-
source rating and recommendation, and community communication to the large-scale and
distributed e-learners in China, which helps them realize resource and experience sharing
between each other dramatically.

5. Empirical study. To prove that the use of our recommendation system really helps e-
learners to enhance their learning effect, a prototype has been implemented and tested
with the students of the Network Education College at Shanghai Jiao Tong University.
According to the primary interest of 2000 students, we chose”College English” as the
testing course. Then we selected 160 volunteers with a majorin ”Business English” who
were divided into two groups A and B. Students of group A learned in a normal way
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and did not receive any recommendation or guidance for choosing appropriate learning
materials. In contrast, the students of group B were all required to use the online rec-
ommendation system. Inspired by educational technology, at the end of the semester we
gave them three kinds of evaluations based on the distinction of two groups of students
participating in the study. The experimental results show that the system can enable stu-
dents to enhance their learning effort resulting both in an ascending learning curve and
higher marks. Also, most students who used the recommendation system were subjec-
tively satisfied with its efficient and helpful services.

The organization of the thesis is as follows: Chapter 1 givesa brief survey on the existing re-
search in related areas and motivates the main problem we will address in this thesis. In Chapter
2 we present a unified community construction framework thatis centered around the notion
of group agents and is suited for open e-learning environments. The first group agent based
self-organizing community construction R3H-SORC algorithm is also proposed and evaluated
by means of artificial data sets. Chapter 3 introduces the vector space model into our model
of personalized recommendation and puts forward the IFV-SORC algorithm to increase the
prediction accuracy of the algorithm defined in Chapter 2. A P2P self-organizing community
construction Hebb-SORC algorithm is then proposed in Chapter 4. This algorithm relies on a
peer-to-peer architecture and provides a more scalable andeffective matchmaking process for
finding similar users. In Chapter 5, a novel self-organized bi-directional community framework,
SORCERY, and its implementation are provided. An evaluation of a prototype implementation
of the learning community monitoring and personalized resource recommendation system with
test students of the Network Education College at Shanghai Jiao Tong University is then pre-
sented in Chapter 6. The primary purpose of this empirical study was to find out whether our
model and its implementation can really help to enhance the students’ learning effects and mo-
tivation. Finally, conclusions and future work are summarized in Chapter 7.

The research underlying this thesis has partly been supported by the National Science Foun-
dation of China under the topic area ”Research on Collaborative Learning and Personalized
Prediction Model in E-Learning” (Grant No.60372078) and bythe DAAD (German Academic
Exchange Service) project ”Self-Organizing Communication Networks and Software Applica-
tions” (IQN), which was funded through the ”Zukunftsinvestitionsprogramm” of the Federal
Government of Germany.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

While the rapid development of modern communication, the Internet, and multimedia tech-

nology has enabled users to obtain unprecedented abundant information resources very conve-

niently, it also brought about the problem of ”information overload”. To tackle the problem,

researchers began to investigate various automatedinformation filteringtechniques that aim to

select those information fragments out of large volumes of (dynamically generated) information

that are most likely to meet the user’s information requirements. Since then, various methods

ranging from content-based filtering (CBF) to collaborative filtering (CF) and related filtering

systems have been developed. But in spite of many success stories in this research area, it

became clear that information filtering techniques, which solely exploit the content of informa-

tion resources, are not sufficient for personalized recommendation where people play a quite

important role in.

Researchers began to believe that information filtering must also consider human factors in

the information production and communication processes, in particular, the interests, prefer-

ences, and behavioral characteristics of people involved.Recently, some research efforts have

been devoted in subject areas like information retrieval (IR), data mining (DM), and artificial

intelligence (AI) to analyze such aspects so as to mine and utilize relations between users to

realize more accurate and effective personalized recommendation.

While existing work in the above areas has provided some goodmethods to measure the simi-

larity between different users and increase the predictionaccuracy of matchmaking algorithms,

it has also been confronted with the challenges of scalability as the size of web applications

increases dramatically. This is especially true for applications operating in open environments,

such as e-learning, which is in the main focus of this thesis.

E-learning has been proven to be one of the most successful and promising Internet applica-

tions for the abundant resources and flexibility it brings toe-learners. However, it has also been

confronted with the challenge of ”lonely learners” who are geographically dispersed and eager
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to get help from others. Since the e-learning environment isinherently large scale and full of

learner varieties, the traditional instructor centered paradigm is no longer suitable. One possible

alternative is to enable e-learners with similar intereststo evolve into communities within which

they could share their learning resources and experiences efficiently and effectively.

In this chapter, we first give a brief survey on related research on personalization techniques

and recommendation systems to conclude with open research issues. Then a more in-depth

evaluation of existing approaches is presented to motivatethe need for our self-organized re-

ciprocal community construction and recommendation methodology. The organization of the

whole thesis concludes this chapter.

1.1 Personalization and Recommendation Systems

While the Internet has gradually become one of the most important and popular sources for peo-

ple to obtain information and knowledge, it inevitably brings about the problem of ”information

overload”. Just as the Nobel laureate and economist HerbertA. Simon puts it: ”What informa-

tion consumes is rather obvious: it consumes the attention of its recipients. Hence a wealth

of information results in poor attention, and a need to allocate that attention efficiently among

the overabundance of information sources that might consume it.” Especially in the application

area of e-learning, which we are mainly involved in this thesis, a substantial amount of lonely

e-learners are often confused with the huge amount of learning resources available online and

have great trouble to find the materials they need.

A recommendation systemis a system or application that helps the user to select a suitable item

or finding relevant information among a set of candidates using a knowledge-base that can either

be hand coded by experts or learned from behaviors of the users. Typically, a recommendation

system performs three of functions [1]:

• Information collection : the recommendation system collects all the usable information

for the prediction task including the users’ attributes, behaviors, or the content of the

resources the user accesses.

• Learning: then it applies a learning algorithm to filter and exploit the users’ features from

the collected information.

• Prediction: predictions on what kind of resources the user may prefer are then made ei-

ther directly based on the dataset collected in theinformation collection phase (memory-

based predictions) or with a model learned from it (model-based predictions).
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The collection part is the foundation of a recommendation system. It contains all the needed

information which the learning algorithm could then use to make predictions including the

background data and input data. The background data is the information that the system has

before the recommendation process begins, and the input data is the information that the user

communicates to the system to generate a recommendation. The learning and prediction parts

could be combined together and called personalization techniques. It is the core part of a rec-

ommendation system and determines how the recommendation system works.

In the following subsections we provide further details about these techniques and rate them

with respect to their potential for our research.

1.1.1 Content-Based Filtering

Thecontent-based filtering(CBF) is an outgrowth and continuation of information filtering re-

search [2]. It makes recommendation based on the correlation between difference resources. In

content-based recommendation systems, resources are described as a vector of attributes. For

example, text recommendation systems like the newsgroup filtering system NewsWeeder [3]

use the words contained in the documents and their frequencies as features.

The system then learns a profile of the user’s interests basedon the features presented in

the objects the user has rated. When making a prediction on the customers’ preferences, the

system analyzes the relationship between the products rated by the users and other products by

calculating the similarity between their attribute vectors [4]. Schafer, Konstan & Riedl call this

”item-to-item correlation” [5]. The type of user profile derived by a content-based recommender

depends on the learning method employed. Decision trees, neural nets, and vector-based repre-

sentations have all been used.

A central problem in content-based recommendation systemsis the need to identify a suf-

ficiently large set of key attributes. When the set is too small, obviously there is insufficient

information to learn the customer profile. Therefore, content-based recommendation systems

cannot be used for new customers who purchased only once, potential customers who visit the

web site but have not made any purchase, and customers who want to buy a product that is not

frequently purchased.

1.1.2 Collaborative Filtering

The collaborative filtering (CF) is probably the most familiar, widely implemented, and most

mature of the information filtering technologies. Collaborative recommendation systems aggre-

gate ratings or recommendations of objects, recognize commonalities between users on the basis
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of their ratings, and generate new recommendations based oninter-user comparisons [6, 7, 8].

A typical user profile in a collaborative system consists of avector of items and their ratings,

continuously augmented as the user interacts with the system over time. Some systems use

time-based discounting of ratings to account for drift in user interests [9, 10]. In some cases,

ratings may be binary (like/dislike) or real-valued indicating degree of preference.

Breese et. al. classify collaborative filtering algorithmsinto two classes: memory-based

and model-based [11]. Memory-based algorithms operate over the entire user database to make

predictions. The most common memory-based models are basedon the notion of nearest neigh-

bors, using a variety of distance measures. Model-based systems are based on a compact model

inferred from the data, which have used a variety of learningtechniques including neural net-

works [12], latent semantic indexing [13], and Bayesian networks [14]. Breese et. al. compare

a number of algorithms including Bayesian clustering and decision-tree models. They show

that Bayesian network and correlation models are the best-performing, but do not discuss com-

putational complexity.

The greatest strength of collaborative techniques is that they are completely independent of

any machine-readable representation of the objects being recommended. In addition, they work

well for complex objects such as music and movies, where variations in taste are responsible for

much of the variation in preferences. Schafer et. al. [5] call this ”people-to-people correlation,”

which considers the overlap between preferences of different persons.

The main difference between collaborative and content-based filtering systems is that the

collaborative systems track past actions of a group of customers to make a recommendation for

individual members of the group. Using this approach, customers may now be able to receive

recommendations for products that are dissimilar in content to those they have previously rated,

as long as other like-minded customers showed their interests in these products [15].

The collaborative filteringidentifies customers (neighbors) whose interests are similar to

those of a given customer, and recommends products the neighbors of the given customer have

liked. However, as most existing CF algorithms strongly depend on the user’s ratings (explicit

or implicit) on items to make recommendations, their performances decay dramatically when

the user rates few items in the database, which is called the new user or cold start problem in

the CF research [16]. Furthermore, as the scale of web applications where CF algorithms are

mainly used becomes larger and larger, which often have millions of users and items, the rating

matrix is normally very sparse. For example, EachMovie [17]and MovieLens [18], the two

most popular datasets used in CF research, are 97.6% and 95.8% sparse, respectively.
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1.1.3 Knowledge-Based Recommendation

The knowledge-based recommendationattempts to suggest objects based on inferences about

a user’s needs and preferences [Burke, 2000]. In some sense,all recommendation techniques

could be described as performing some kind of inference. Knowledge-based approaches are

distinguished in that they have functional knowledge: theyhave knowledge about how a partic-

ular item meets a particular user need, and can therefore reason about the relationship between a

need and a possible recommendation. The user profile can be any knowledge structure that sup-

ports this inference. In the simplest case, as in Google [19], it may simply be the query that the

user has formulated. In others, it may be a more detailed representation of the user’s needs [20].

The Entree system [21] and several other recent systems [22]employ techniques from case-

based reasoning (CBR) for knowledge-based recommendation. Schafer calls knowledge-based

recommendation the ”editor’s choice” method [5].

The knowledge used by a knowledge-based recommendation canalso take many forms.

Google uses information about the links between web pages toinfer popularity and authoritative

value [Brin and Page, 1998]. Entree uses knowledge of cuisines to infer similarity between

restaurants [22]. In FindMe systems, critiques supply concrete domain-specific feedback that

adjusts the search in a particular direction [23, 24].

1.1.4 Utility-Based Recommendation

Like the knowledge-based recommendation system, theutility-based recommendationdoes not

attempt to build long-term generalizations about their users, but rather base their advices on

an evaluation of the match between the user’s needs and the set of options available. The

utility-based recommendation makes suggestions based on acomputation of the utility of each

object for the user. Of course, the central problem is how to create a utility function for each

user. For example, in [25] and the e-commerce site PersonaLogic[26], the user profile that the

system has derived for the user has been used as the utility function, and then the constraint

satisfaction techniques are employed to locate the most suitable objects under consideration.

The benefit of utility-based recommendation is that it can factor non-product attributes, such as

vendor reliability and product availability, into the utility computation, making it possible, for

example, to trade off price against delivery schedule for a user who has an immediate need.
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1.1.5 Demographic Recommendation

The demographic recommendationsystems aim to categorize the user based on personal at-

tributes and make recommendations based on demographic classes. An early example of this

kind of system is Grundy [27] that recommends books based on personal information gathered

through an interactive dialogue. The users’ responses are matched against a library of manu-

ally assembled user stereotypes. Some more recent recommendation systems have also taken

this approach. Krulwich, for example, uses demographic groups from marketing research to

suggest a range of products and services [28]. A short surveyis used to gather the data for

user categorization. In other systems, machine learning isused to arrive at a classifier based on

demographic data [29].

The representation of demographic information in a user model can vary greatly. Rich’s

system used hand-crafted attributes with numeric confidence values [27]. Pazzani’s model uses

Winnow [29], which is an algorithm to identify relevant features when there are too many pos-

sible attributes, to extract features from users’ home pages which are then used to locate similar

restaurants. Demographic techniques form ”people-to-people” correlations like collaborative

ones, but use different data. The benefit of a demographic approach is that it may not require a

history of user ratings of the type needed by collaborative and content-based techniques.

1.2 Open and Addressed Research Issues

Although much research has been conducted there are still many unsolved problems and open

research questions that need to be further investigated [30, 1]:

• hybrid recommendation systems,

• community construction,

• explaining recommendations,

• validating recommendations,

• preserving privacy, and

• mobile systems.

We are going to elaborate on each of these in the following subsections.
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1.2.1 Hybrid Recommendation Systems

Building hybrid recommendation systems, which combine twoor more recommendation al-

gorithms, seems to be attractive for the possibility of combining both algorithms’ strengths

and level out their corresponding weaknesses [6]. The most frequent approach is to combine

collaborative filtering with content-based filtering. Still, Burke lists a number of hybridiza-

tion methods to combine pairs of recommendation algorithms[6] including weighted hybrids,

switching hybrids, mixed hybrids, feature combination hybrids, cascade hybrids, feature aug-

mented hybrids, and meta-level hybrids.

However, there are too many possible combinations and not all of them will provide better

effects. For example, according to Burke’s classification there are a total of 53 possible hybrids

combining pairs of recommendation algorithms with hybridization methods. Only 14 of these

hybrids seem to be explored. Thus there are still 39 hybrids to be investigated. In addition, one

can combine more than two recommendation algorithms or add anew one. Then the number

of possible hybrids increases even more. So effective guidance to the design and evaluation of

hybrid system becomes one of the greatest challenges in the research on hybrid recommendation

systems.

1.2.2 Community Construction

Most recommendation systems rely heavily on a large community of users for good perfor-

mance. Without users, there are no opinions and no recommendations. If users do not come

back to use the system again, the system will only be able to make shallow predictions for

ephemeral users. Thus building a durable community is very important, and it is an essential

research issue that should be further investigated.

Recommendation systems are originally used to recommend items, but we can also imag-

ine those recommending people. This will effectively turn arecommendation system into a

community-building tool, for instance, to find new friends or experts in some field. As well,

in a community, groups of users may be interested in getting recommendations for the entire

group based on the different group members’ interests. Early examples of the former for finding

experts are presented in [31, 32] and PolyLens, an instance of the latter is described in [33].

1.2.3 Recommendations Explanation

Another important issue is how to explain a recommendation to a user. Explaining why an item

is recommended to a person may be as important as getting the recommendation. The major
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work in this area is described in [34], where several different ways for explaining recommenda-

tions are described and tested on real users.

For hybrid recommendation systems, explaining recommendations is more complicated.

For instance, the recommendation system RIND [35] assists the user in the process of on-line

product configuration is seeded with artificial profiles; thereby, a recommendation may not only

come from another user, but also from a randomly created profile. Olsson touches this research

question and proposes a friendly interface for the use to read the recommendation information

[1], where recommended selections are marked with different colors depending on the meaning

of the recommendation. Users can select values for attributes from popup-menus showing all

available values. In case of a recommender system, single predictions are given on demand at

an area to the right by clicking on a button beside the popup-menu. Recommendations of entire

configurations are given by clicking on a separate button that opens a new window showing a

full configuration. The attribute values can then be selected all at once.

1.2.4 Recommendations Validation

Yet another issue is how to know whether a recommendation is valid. Does a recommendation

meet the user’s need? This is quite easy for a system like MovieLens that uses explicit ratings.

You watch a movie and then you rate it. However, for systems using implicit ratings this is a

hard problem. To give an example, when a rating corresponds to whether an item is bought or

not — how does the system know that the customer really likes the bought item? One solution

is to let the customer rate the item when returning to buy somemore as done at Amazon.com.

1.2.5 Privacy Preservation

Most recommendation systems require that some informationabout users is stored and used for

making recommendations. This makes recommendation systems a serious risk for violating the

privacy of users. The information may be sold to a third party, or be used unexpectedly, or even

for promoting other products [36]. Even though the data itself may not be misused, somebody

may do so, by cleverly asking for recommendations and the opinions of users that are differing

significantly from most other users. As long as a user is similar to the other users, the user is

safe, but when making serendipitous ratings, the user is exposed. This problem is described and

investigated in [37].
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1.2.6 Mobile and Distributed Recommendation

In recent years, mobile devices have become properties of each and everyone. In Sweden alone,

nearly 90 percent of the populations owns a cellular phone [38]. Actually, the introduction of

mobile computers is only the beginning of a trend towards theconcept of ubiquitous computing

where computers are available anytime and anywhere [39, 40]. All kinds of devices such as

notebook computers, PDAs, and similar devices have been connected to each other to construct

a pervasive computing and service network.

As a result, the research on recommendation algorithms and systems on mobile devices and

distributed environment has become increasingly popular.But it is also confronted with two

main challenges: first one is the smaller screen size and lower performance of most mobile

devices, which make recommendations harder to present and explain to the user and thus place

high demands on the user interface and algorithm efficiency.Two examples of recommendation

systems for mobile systems are presented in [41] and [42]. Second challenge is that the dis-

tributed computing environments also make it more difficultto collect the information needed

to make recommendations since gathering all the user information at one single location will

not be feasible any more.

1.2.7 Summary

While all of these open research issues focus on improving the efficiency and accuracy of ex-

isting recommendation algorithms from one aspect or another, in our thesis, we will primarily

devote our efforts to the topics of community construction and distributed recommendations for

e-learning applications. First, except for making personalized recommendations, we still wish

the e-learners with similar learning status and interests could perform further cooperation such

as sharing their learning experiences or perform some collaborative work. This requires us to

establish a more stable and long-term relationship betweenthose users. In other words, we

need to construct learning communities between appropriate e-learners. At the same time, the

e-learning environment is inherently distributed, and e-learners will access the resources across

the whole internet. So the community construction is naturally a distributed process which also

demands us to investigate the implementation of our approach on the basis of decentralized user

profile management and matchmaking.
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1.3 Community Construction Methods in Recommendation
Systems

In contrast to explicit communities such as discussion lists, e-groups, and community portals

[32], many communities also are formed only implicitly in the form of data, such as commu-

nications logs [43], web-pages [32], or rating matrix [44].The latter are fertile reflections of

natural connectivity among people. These communities are available to be identified, explored,

and exploited [45].

1.3.1 Demographic Profile

Thedemographic filteringsystems create a user profile by explicitly asking users to submit feed-

back through surveys [46] or inferring user interests implicit in (usage) data [47, 48]. In explicit

user modeling, evaluations [46] and profiles [49] are provided directly by users to declare pref-

erences in response to solicitations for data such as surveys. Evaluations of recommended arti-

facts can be both quantitative (e.g., ratings), akin to relevance feedback in information retrieval

and information filtering [50], and qualitative (e.g., lengthy reviews at Epinions.com). They

also can be positive or negative. In a hand-crafted profile, auser states interests through items

such as lists of keywords, pre-defined categories, or descriptions. The system then matches

other users against this profile to recommend incoming artifacts. Systems which take such an

approach to user modeling are SIFT [51] and Tapestry [44]. Explicit approaches allow the user

to retain control over the amount of personal information supplied to the system, but require an

investment in time and effort to yield connections.

1.3.2 Similarity Calculation Based on a Rating Matrix

Most collaborative filtering algorithms use a ”user item× rating” matrix V as their typical

inputs while each row represents a user record and each column represents an item’s rating

information. So each entryvi,j of the matrix denotes the specific rating useri gives to itemj.

Based on the schemes they adopt, the memory based collaborative filtering algorithms could

predict the active user’s rating on certain item by calculating a weighted sum of other users’

rating on that item as shown in equation 1.1 [11].

Pa,j = v̄a + κ
N

∑

i=1

ω(a, i)(vi,j − v̄i) (1.1)
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wherePa,j denotes the prediction of the vote for active usera on itemj andN is the number of

users in a user database.v̄i is the mean vote for useri as calculated by equation 1.2 [11]:

v̄i =
1

|Ii|

∑

j∈Ii

vi,j (1.2)

whereIi is the set of items on which useri has voted. The weightsω(a, i) reflect the similarity

between active user and other users in the user database.κ is a normalizing factor to make the

absolute values of the weights sum to unity.

Up to now, two of the most used similarity metric in collaborative filtering are pearson

correlation coefficient and vector similarity displayed respectively as equation 1.3 and equation

1.4 [11]:

ω(a, i) =

∑

j(va,j − v̄a)(vi,j − v̄i)
√

∑

j(va,j − v̄a)2
∑

j(vi,j − v̄i)2
(1.3)

ω(a, i) =
∑

j

va,j
√

∑

k∈Ia
v2

a,k

vi,j
√

∑

k∈Ii
v2

i,k

(1.4)

After being proposed, memory based collaborative filteringalgorithms have become the most

popular implementation of the collaborative! filtering based recommendation system for its

simplicity and preferable performance. Up to now, many successful applications have been

built on it such as GroupLens [46], MovieLens [52], Amazon [7], Fab [49], and others.

1.3.3 Implicit User Modeling

Implicit approaches toward modeling users were developed in response to the pervasive reluc-

tance to evaluate the recommended artifacts and, although less emphasized, the possibility of

building richer representations are stressed over explicit approaches. The idea is to glean user

preferences, often secretly, and by observation, to serve as surrogates for explicit ratings.

A variety of data sources exist, teeming with robust information that is useful for gleaning

information about a user’s interests and background. Persistent keywords can be extracted

from previous user queries. Click stream data sets such as (web) access logs, are valuable for

monitoring, capturing, and chartering a user’s interaction with a system, also called ’footprints’

[53] (e.g., actions during web browsing, links followed, oramount of time spent on each product

page). The web log mining techniques [32, 54] are therefore relevant to this approach and have

been used to create a platform to recommend web pages based onbrowsing similarities with

previous users [55]. The web log mining also has been used to trace patterns of navigation
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to restructure [56] and evaluate [57] websites in a broader personalization context [58]. Other

techniques harness UI events such as scrolling and mouse clicking [59].

Alternate implicit indicators of preference include market baskets and purchase transaction

data, which are typically exploited by algorithms for mining association rules [60]. Other,

less obvious, implicit, self-organizing, and social declarations of interest are bookmarks [61].

Unlike GroupLens, the PHOAKS (People Helping One Another Know Stuff) [62] and Siteseer

[61] mine data sources containing implicit declaration of interest for user modeling. Based on

their mined implicit ratings, they make recommendations and connections. Although as a result

of implicit user modeling, virtual communities are formed.These projects do not identify such

communities’ as salient.

1.3.4 Social Networking

The social networkfocuses on relationships between social entities. It is used widely in the

social and behavioral sciences, as well as in political science, economics, organizational science,

and industrial engineering [63].

The primary focus of social network methods is the analysis of relational data drawn from

the social, behavioral and political information which setup the connections between groups of

social actors. The study of social network analysis dates back to the 1960s. Social networks,

which derive their name from social associations among people, model a social process, or

specifically, connections among individuals or objects. A social network graph is a unipartite

undirected graph, where vertices represent objects (typical people) and edges represent rela-

tionships between those objects (e.g., ”friend-of”). A social network graph is thus characterized

by heterogeneous vertices and homogeneous edges, i.e., while each vertex represents a unique

entity, each edge represents the same relationship.

Mining social networks from existing data is a method of implicit user modeling for collab-

orative recommendation. One of the earliest yet untouted attempts at inducing social networks

by link analysis entailed analyzing e-mail communication logs, based on heuristics, to uncover

an extant social network [64]. In the identified communication network, two individuals share

an edge if an e-mail was exchanged between the two. Spurious connections are pruned by

heuristics. The discovered social network is intended to help people (vertices) identify others

with similar interests and encourage cross-fertilizationamong the cluster participants.

Akin to the work described in [43], the Referral Web project also implicitly models users

to form social networks, where an edge exists between two individuals if their names appear

in close proximity in a web document [32]. Again, the underlying assumption is that clustered
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vertices correspond to people who share similar interests.The Referral Web project also builds

on many of the ideas first introduced in [43] by, e.g., exploring the resulting social networks

to find experts or recommendations on a particular subject. Kautz et al. intended for users to

interactively explore the implicit, existing social network in web documents that their mining

made explicit [32]. The authors discuss three types of information-seeking goals that users

could attempt to fulfill in the resulting network-finding referral chains, searching for experts,

and proximity search near known experts which are reflected in the context of computer science

researchers in the following information-seeking questions, respectively [32].

If we define a social network as a ”distinct set of entities on which structural variables are

measured” [63], a social network graph consists of only one mode containing vertices which

share a unifying feature, while an affiliation network has two modes as a primary mode and

a secondary, each corresponding to a disjoint vertex set in the bipartite graph. Entertaining

the possibility of inducing social network graphs from bipartite graphs fosters social network

analysis in domains where the presence of such networks is not salient. Consider that a ratings

dataset can be modeled as a bipartite graph rather than a matrix. In social network theory, a

bipartite graph is referred to as an affiliation network [63](other researchers refer to them as

collaboration network [65]).

A classical example of an affiliation network is the actor-movie collaboration graph (also

known as the ”Hollywood graph” [66]), where an actor and a movie are the primary and sec-

ondary modes, respectively. In order to induce a social network graph, members of the primary

mode can be brought together via their relationships with members of the secondary mode. The

role of the secondary mode is then to bring objects of the primary mode together. This process

can be viewed as collaborative filtering. For example, it canbe considered that the commu-

nity of authors of computer science publications is implicit in a computer science corpus or

digital library. This social network, where vertices represent authors and two authors share an

edge if they have co-authored a paper, can be mined from an author-paper affiliation network

representation of the corpus.

1.4 Overview of This Thesis

In this section, we describe the problem of the current community discovery techniques in open

and distributed environment. Furthermore, our solution and the organization of this thesis are

also proposed.
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1.4.1 Problem Description

The existing community discovery based recommendation systems mainly focus on how to dis-

cover relationships between users so as to provide information recommendation based on the

preference of similar users. Described from the terms of social networks, it is a community con-

struction and recommendation scheme from media to actor. However, as we discussed above,

the generalized recommendation on demand should not only recommend media information but

also the users. In other words, the system should tell the users which partners or neighbors could

satisfy their needs including similar preferences, media information, and collaboration ability.

Actually, as the development of the Internet and mobile computing technologies, the anytime,

anywhere information exchange between users is no longer the bottleneck of user communi-

cation. The crucial problem is who the user should communicate with. On the other hand,

communication is a dynamic behavior and latency should be avoided to the minimum. Most

existing community structure discovery methods exhibit unsatisfactory real-time performance.

Furthermore, the traditional centralized personalized recommendation technology is con-

fronted with great challenges through the development of the Internet. First, the behavior of

Internet users is inherently a distributed process. For example, in the e-commerce or e-learning

applications, the users are likely to access resources on different web sites. So it is not reason-

able or even possible to construct a centralized user profiledatabase. Second, the increasing

attention paid to user privacy protection has also requiredprofound changes on the current

model of recommendation system. Based on the investigationon users of e-commerce web

sites in [67], more than 65% users have shown their concerns on the privacy issues.

All these issues have promoted research on the design and implementation of a person-

alized recommendation model and algorithms under open environment, which is the focus of

this thesis. On one hand, we wish to maintain the user profile in a distributed way so as to

provide certain control schemes to the users such as only sharing their profile to the trusted

users. On the other hand, we try to explore the possibility ofperforming the recommendation

task in a distributed way so as to increase the scalability and efficiency. So one of the most

important research issues in recommendation systems is howto discover and construct commu-

nities adaptively based on the history behaviors of the users and make useful recommendations

accordingly so as to implement the autonomous communication, recommendation, and share

between similar users.

The solution of this problem also has a general significance to improve the efficiency of

existing recommendation systems. Taking the collaborative filtering recommendation system

as an example, the existing algorithm must calculate on the whole user rating matrix for each
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recommendation. When the item and user numbers are very large, which is usually the case in

current web applications, many of the calculations have proved to be unnecessary and decrease

the prediction accuracy. So we argue that if we could construct a self-organized community

based on the dynamic behavior of users and then only make recommendations between users

within the same community, both the calculation complexityand recommendation accuracy

could be improved.

The research on this problem is particularly useful to the e-learning application area since

the e-learner not only needs resource recommendations, butalso requires learning partners to

exchange ideas in order to effectively collaborate on learning tasks, for instance. Thus, the

recommendation system based on self-organized reciprocalcommunity is of great significance

for constructing the life-long learning architecture.

1.4.2 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a detailed analysis of

a self-organizing community structure linked through group agents and R3H-SORC algorithm

[68, 69]. It provides a general and unified multi-agent basedcommunity construction framework

which is well suited for the open e-learning environment. The IFV-SORC algorithm based on

vector space model is discussed in Chapter 3. It further increases the prediction accuracy of the

former algorithm [70]. A peer-to-peer community model is created in Chapter 4 and the Hebb-

SORC algorithm is proposed in detail in succession. The new model provides a more scalable

and effective matchmaking process to find similar users [71,72]. In Chapter 5, a novel self-

organized reciprocal community framework, SORCERY, and its implementation are provided

[73, 74]. Also a prototype of the monitor and recommendationsystem has been implemented

and tested with students of the Network Education College atShanghai Jiao Tong University.

The purpose of this test was to evaluate whether the system can really help to enhance the

learning effects and motivations of students [75]. The outline of the test and its outcome are

presented in Chapter 6. Finally, conclusions and future work are summarized in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Heuristic Algorithm of Community
Self-Organization and Recommendation

The collaborative filtering (CF), one of the most successfuland popular recommendation tech-

niques, estimates a user’s interest for a product based on the overlap between his interest rating

for the product and those of other users. It helps to track past actions of a group of users and

makes a recommendation for individual members of the group.

With the increase of resource categories and use scale, the sparsity of the interest overlap

is becoming one major limitation for this approach. That is to say, the user is only interested

in few products compared with the large set of resource categories, and inevitably has fewer

users purchasing similar products or who are deemed to have similar voting value. For each

recommendation prediction, a collaborative filtering system has to scan the entire voting matrix

to calculate the similarity between users, which is too complex and time-consuming.

That is hard for collaborative filtering based recommender systems to accurately compute the

neighborhood and identify the products to be recommended. As is well known from the point

of view of recommendation, there must be some users, who are interested in similar resources,

that is there must be some interest-oriented communities during the resource request and rec-

ommendation process. Thus, one solution of this problem is to find out and group the users with

similar interests into small communities, then to make predictions and recommendations based

on the group features. The success of this method may increase the recommendation accuracy,

decrease the computing complexity, especially in buildinga foundation for the social network

that creates an environment for group members to work collaboratively and share experiences.

Because the users involved are generally widely spread and often don’t know each other

personally, a great challenge is how to find users with similar interest in a distributed envi-

ronment. To cope with this challenge, middle agents are often used in distributed information

systems to facilitate services among users, such as the InfoSleuth [76], collaborative agent of

IMPACT [77], Abrose [78], SHADE [79], COINS [80], WARREN [81], or the Open Agent
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Middleware (OAM) of IDIoMS [82]. However, in these distributed systems, the relationship

between user agents and middle agents is always pre-defined by a human designer [83]. They

have, in addition, difficulties in handling the dynamism inherent in such open environments.

To achieve a good performance and a high scalability level, the organizational structure of

a socio-technical information system should be both self-organizing and adaptive [84]. Con-

sidering the intelligent capability of the agent, we propose an innovative system for forming

communities and providing recommendations. The system is adaptive and group-agent based

[68, 69]. We mainly focus on the user data management, distributed similar user-matchmaking,

and community self-organizing. Firstly we briefly introduce this system, including the underly-

ing conceptual framework, the architecture, and the emulation model of our prototype system. A

novel concept, group membership, is introduced in order to estimate the user’s interest strength

associated the primary interest of its group. Furthermore,we discuss the underlying design

patterns and the group formation algorithm. Finally we describe some experiments conducted

to demonstrate the formation of user communities and evaluate the efficiency and scalability of

this mechanism.

2.1 Structure of a Self-organizing Community Linked through
Group Agents

A key issue in the design of recommendation systems that are based on reciprocal community

relationships is how to organize users with similar interests during the recommendation pro-

cess, so that the users can also be assured to receive appropriate recommendations quickly and

efficiently. Community organization here includes three core elements: how to define similar

interest, how to identify users with similar interest, and how to provide adequate recommenda-

tions.

Resources are the primary media of recommendation systems.These resources can be

classified into different categories according to their context of use, such as business, educa-

tion, entertainment, health, law, literature, politics, science and technology, sports, or travel. In

this chapter we concentrate on the education category but our results can be applied to other

categories as well. To identify users withsimilar interest, we introduce the concept of recom-

mendation, which is expressed by a rating value a users assigned to a resource. We assume that

each user of the recommendation system is willing to recommend a resource once she finds it

interesting or is asked for a recommendation by others. Other users who receive a recommen-

dation will check whether they were also interested in this resource and whether they assigned

a similar rating value to it. If their rating is close to that of another user, we interpret this as a
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shared interest with respect to this resource. The interestsharing increases with every resource

two or more users rate similarly. Users with a high interest overlap will be grouped into the

same sub-community. Based on this model, we define areciprocal communityas a group of

users who share common interests and are mutually satisfied with resource recommendations

received by community members.

To track the behavior of human users, we propose to assign auser agentto each person and

let it handle the requests of a user and seek desired recommendations from the community. To

exploit the potential of sub-communities composed of userswith similar interest and increase

the efficiency of interest matches, we propose another kind of agent, calledgroup agentthat

serves as a broker for user agents. Their specific purpose is to provide a mechanism for ap-

propriately grouping users with matching interest into small sub-communities. In particular, a

group agent is responsible for locating users interested inrecommended resources and manag-

ing the association of users to communities, which can interact with both the local user agents

in their management domain and any group agent. The group agent also maintains a group

membership for each user agent in its group. Thegroup membershipis a measure for the degree

to which a user agent matches the interests of other users in the sub-community maintained by

its group agent. The algorithms for similar-user matching and community self-organization are

supported by membership-award adjustment and member-exchange rules proposed in Subsec-

tion 3. The structure of a self-organizing community linkedthrough group agents is depicted in

Figure 2.1.

User Agent (UA)

Group  Agent (GA)

Figure 2.1: Structure of a self-organizing community linked through group agents

In the following subsections we provide further details about the architecture and functionality

of user and group agents in Subsections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, respectively.
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2.1.1 Design of User Agents

A user agent operates on behalf of a real person and fulfils three primary functions:

1. Behavior tracking

A user agent track a user’s behaviors when, e.g., reading or rating a resource, recom-

mending an interesting resource, or seeking the suggestionof an unread resource.

2. Communication with the assigned group agent

When seeking users with similar interests or useful recommendations, a user agent must

interact with its group agent, for example, to register personal information, submit rec-

ommendation requests to other users, or receive such requests form others.

3. Profile maintenance

A user agent is also in charge of user profile generation, which maintains and updates

a user’s personal information, resource reading and ratingcases. In a recommendation

system, users typically collect, evaluate and recommend resources according to their in-

terests. In the prototype system we have developed,learner interestis modeled in terms

of the learner’s personalpreferencesand thelearning resourceshe or she uses in the

learning process. To express the learner’s opinion about a resource she has access to,

in particular, to what extent this resource supports her preferences, learners are asked to

evaluate a resource by assigning a value in the range[0, 1] to it. Preferences and resource

evaluations are maintained in each user’s profile, whose corresponding XML schema is

defined as depicted in Figure 2.2.

The schema of user profiles shown in Figure 2.2 includes two basic elements:”Personal info”

and”Resourceinfo” . Here,”Personal info” describes the demographic data required in this

scenario, such as”id”, ”name”, ”gender”, ”preference” and”contact info” of the user. ”Re-

sourceinfo” is composed of several Resource Cases which record theinformation of resources,

such as”title”, ”category” and ”description” . Meanwhile, we define two boolean elements

”isRead” and ”isRated” to illustrate whether the resource is read or rated by the user, re-

spectively. Furthermore, we record the reading date and rating value. The”preference” item

illustrates the interest of the user.

In the actual system, the value of”preference” could be empty since it is hard for users to

specify the interest as discussed above. However, in the scenario of this heuristic algorithm,

we assume that each user is interested in one category of documents and owns zero or more
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Figure 2.2: XML schema of user profile

documents of this category. Thus, we set the value of”preference” as the interested category

of resources held by the user. Especially, this element is not used for use-matchmaking since

we suppose that the the user’s actual interest is not known and should be exploited based on the

dynamic behaviors. After the communities are all formed in adynamic stability, we can use this

element to evaluate if all users in the common community havethe same”preference” value.

As shown in Figure 2.1, the community architecture linked with group agents supports the

interactions between a set of user agents that might be geographically dispersed on a network.

The architectures of a user agent (Figure 2.3) and a group agent (Figure 2.4) provide the infras-

tructure upon which different agents can interact.

As suggested by Figure 2.1, the community architecture linked through group agents sup-

ports the interaction between a set of user agents that mightbe geographically dispersed on a

network. User agents (see Figure 2.3) and group agents (see Figure 2.4) provide the necessary

functionality to interact with each other and with real persons.

The components of a user agent as depicted in Figure 2.3 are explained below.

• User agent program(UAP) is the brain of a user agent. It defines an agent’s behavior

in terms of the actions the agent may perform, must perform, or must not perform. Each

agent must have at least one action to perform.

• Behavior baseincludes implementations of the actions defined in theUAP. They typi-

cally have an effect on the agent’s state and can be implemented through procedural code.

TheJava agent development framework(JADE), which we used to implement our appli-
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User agent program

Behavior base

Store Update

User profile

State

Preferences

Resources

Evaluations

Message box 

(ACL)

To group 

agent
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Action constraints

Figure 2.3: Architecture of a user agent

cation, comes with a few predefined behaviors such asCyclicBehaviour or TickerBe-

haviour. These predefined behaviors can be inherited from application-oriented behav-

iors. ActionReceiveRequest, for example, which regularly checks the agent’s message

box for incoming requests, inherits fromCyclicBehaviour. Other actions we defined in-

cludeStoreor Require access to a resource,Recommenda resource to other user agents,

andUpdate the user profile after the associated user has performed new actions. Each

action must have a description of preconditions and effects. Preconditions are expressed

in terms of the agent’s state and must be satisfied for the action to be executable. Effects

specify how the agent’s state is changed as a result of the action execution.

• Message boxlets multiple agents exchange messages asynchronously. Each agent ma-

nipulates its own message box autonomously. The message boxconsists of a set of data

structures for message storage, with a set of operations forinserting, deleting, reading,

and modifying messages. The message box is an optional component; an agent can use

a different messaging program instead. A user agent’s operating communications are

specified by means of the FIPA [85] agent communication language (ACL) [86].

• Statecomprises all the user agent’s data objects (where each dataobject must belong

to one of the data types associated with the agent) and all themessages in the agent’s

message box.

• User profilemodels the filtered data of a user, including the user’s preferences, resources

and evaluations.

• Action constraintsare conditions depending on the agent’s state. They preventcertain
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actions to execute concurrently.

2.1.2 Design of Group Agents

A group agent serves as the broker for requests sent out from asmaller community of user

agents linked to that group agent. A group agent has two main functions:

1. User agent management

The group agents of a community are distributed over a largernetwork and manage a

sub-community of users with similar interests. Compared toa centralized community

management approach this distributed solution can enhancethe whole system’s robust-

ness because there is still some probability of component ornetwork failure. In our

implementation we apply the usual remedy to cope with failures such as replication, re-

dundancy management, and redistribution of functionalityand data. For the rest of this

chapter we will ignore, however, faults and failures.

2. Similar user matching

A group agent is responsible for locating users with similarinterests and managing the

association of users into sub-communities. A group agent can interact with both the local

user agents in its management domain and other group agents.If a request is raised from

within a group of user agents, it is first forwarded to the other members of that group. If

no match can be found locally, the group agent passes the request to its peers.

Yellow page

Group agent program

Behavior base

Service query

Service base

Message box

(ACL) 

To user agents 

and group agents

Agent query

UA set GA set

Figure 2.4: Architecture of a group agent

Figure 2.4 illustrates the architecture of a group agent.Itconsists of several components that

behave similarly as related components of a user agent, including the group agent program,
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behavior base, and message box. In addition it contains special components, such as a yellow

page and service base. The details of the new components are explained below:

• Behavior baseis a set of actions that can affect the state of a user agent andmanipulate

functions of the group agent. Examples includelocalRecommend, globalRecommend,

receiveRecommend, insertMember, deleteMember, anddeleteSelf.

• Yellow pageis the directory facilitator of a group agent. It serves to locate and manage all

group members and their relationships. The yellow page component enables the manage-

ment of dynamically changing relationships between user agents and group agents. Local

user agents can also register their personalized information through this service.

• Service baseis a set of services each group can offer. Here we primarily consider what

kind of resources users have and what kind of resources userswant to recommend. In

addition, a group agent can query other user or group agents’information or provide

services via the service base.

2.2 Conceptual Framework

In this section we provide a few formal definitions to make ourconcept of recommendation

system more precise. We will also rely on these definitions inthe specification of our group

formation algorithm in Section 2.3. For the sake of simplicity, we ignore the possibility that

group agents can be generated dynamically, when an existinggroup agents splits off a group

agents and delegates some of its user agents to it.

Let G andU be disjoint countable sets of group and user names, respectively, with typical ele-

mentsg, g′, g′′ andu, u′, respectively. Further letP andR be sets of all possible user preferences

and resources.

For P ⊆ P andR ⊆ R the mappings : R → P models the fact that preferencep ∈ P is

supported byresourcer ∈ R if s(r) = p. By Rp = {r ∈ R | s(r) = p} we denote the set ofall

resources in R supporting preference p.

Now we can define a user agent by combining the user name with the user’s preferences

and the resources supporting these preferences. Auser agentAu acting on behalf of useru is a

structureAu = (Ru, RV u, mau) with

• Ru ⊆ R the set of resources ofu;

• RV u = {wu
r1

, . . . , wu
rm
} is the rating vector ofu on the resourcesr1, . . . , rm held by user

u, wherewri
∈ [0, 1];
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• mau ∈ {0, 1, . . . , } models the group-membership award of user agentu with respect

to the sub-community it belongs to; it is a measure for the strength of the relationship

between user agentu and its corresponding group agent.

As discussed above, the motivation of this model is to group users with similar preferences into

the same sub-community. To solve this problem, an award mechanism is used to evaluate user

preference similarity. The basic idea is that the agents of users who exhibit a strong congruence

in their preferences with others will obtain high award marks (in terms ofma). These users

usually have either recommended useful resources to others, or they requested some resources

that others hold. In contrast, users who have a weak congruence with others will have low

awards or, in case they have no congruence with others at all,their award will be zero.

FromRu we can compute the setP u of preferences ofu as follows:

P u =
⋃

r∈Ru

s(r) ⊆ P (2.1)

A self-organizing communityC consisting of a setU of usersu1, . . . , un and a setG of group

agentsg1, . . . , gl with l ≤ m is a structure(G, (Au)u∈U , m) wherem : U → G is a mapping

associating users (and thus user agents) with their managing group agents. Thus, ifm(u) = g,

user agentAu is amember of the groupmanaged byg. The setUg of all user agentsmanaged

by group agentg is then defined by equation 3.5:

Ug = {Au ∈ U |m(u) = g} (2.2)

and the set of resourcesRg maintained by the sub-community of user agents managed byg,

shortcommunityg, is defined by equation 3.6:

Rg =
⋃

Au∈Ug

Ru (2.3)

and the set of resources of communityg supporting preferencep is defined by:

Rg
p = {r ∈ Ru | s(r) = p} (2.4)

2.3 R3H-SORC Algorithm

As discussed above, the objective of community self-organization is to find users who share

similar interests and then be able to reorganize them into small communities. To achieve this

objective, the first problem is to determine how to find the users with similar interests. From
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the point of view of recommendation, if a user agentui always recommends resources which

are also satisfied by another user agentuj, or it is in a state of always receiving interesting

resources recommended from another user agentuj, then they must have a similar interest and

strong relationship with the same group. Figure 2.5 illustrates the work flow of this system.

As discussed above, the objectives of community self-organization are to find users who share

similar interests and reorganize them into smaller reciprocal communities. To achieve the first

objective, we compare resource recommendations of different users. Our hypothesis is that, if

a user agentAu always recommends resources that satisfy another user agent Au′

or if Au is in

a state of always receiving interesting resources recommended from another user agentAu′

, we

deduce thatu andu′ must have a similar interest and we establish a strong relationship with the

same group. Figure 2.5 presents the work flow of a recommendation match.

User agent A
u

3. g broadcasts message (u,r,w) to 

every Au’ in the sub-community g

6. Every g' broadcasts message 

(u,r,w)  to its group members 

- similar to steps 3 and 4 –

and tries to find a user u'  with a 

similar rating of r than u.

  If this is the case, g' sends the 

feedback message (g',u',r,w') to g

Real user u

1. User u recommends 

resource r with rating w,

which is tracked by  

its user agent Au

2. Au forwards a 

SubmitRecommendation 

message (u,r,w) to its 

group agent m(u) = g

Group agent g

4. Every Au' in  the sub-community  g checks 

whether its user has read this resource r and

provided a similar rating value. 

  If this is the case, Au' sends the feedback 

message (g,u',r,w') to g

Group agent g’

5a.  If any user agent u' in the sub-

community g responds possitively,  

g awards u and u'

5b.  Otherwise g broadcasts message 

(u,r,w) to all peers g'

Resource Set

7. If any user agent u' in a sub-

community g'    g responds  

positively, g awards u and u'  and 

- under certain conditions -

reorganizes them in the same group

≠

Figure 2.5: Work flow of community self-organization

In the self-organization algorithm defined below we distinguish between two types of relevant

events that trigger a change in the system, namely executions of the actionsRequestRecom-

mendationandSubmitRecommendation, which implement a pull and push side, respectively,

of a recommendation process. The scenario depicted in Figure 2.5 illustrates a recommendation

push. If a useru wants to receive a recommendation for resourcer, it will first issue aSub-

mitRecommendationmessage to its user agentAu including the title of this resource andu’s

rating valuewu
r for it. The user agentAu then tracks this behavior and forwards the message

to its group agentg. When receiving this message,g will help to find users also interested in

resourcer in the community. To do so, group agentg first broadcasts the message to all other
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user agents in the sub-community it manages. In return, every user agent in that sub-community

different fromAu checks if its user, sayu′, has read resourcer and provided a similar rating

value for it. If so,Au′

will feedback a corresponding message to its group agentg including the

user name (u′), the resource namer and the rating ofu′ for r. If there is no positive feedback

from within the sub-community managed byg, group agentg will forward u’s request to its

peersg′, g′′, . . .. Each group agentg′ that receives this message will check if there is any local

useru′ managed by group agentg′ that is interested in this resourcer and rated it. If this is

the case,g′ will feedback both the identificationsu′ andg′ together with the rating of resource

r to the requesting group agentg. To simplify the algorithm implementing this scenario, we

assume that the requesting group agentg ignores any other feedback coming in after the first

one was received. If a matching user was found, group agentg will award the recommender

u and the responding useru′ and reorganize them into the same group if the award adjustment

and member exchange rules apply.

2.3.1 Pseudo-Code

The heuristic community self-organizing algorithm R3H-SORC (Resource Recommendation

Request based Heuristic Self-Organization Reciprocal Community) is abstractly defined in Fig-

ure 2.6. R3H-SORC takes as input two non-negative integersn andl (with l ≤ n) denoting the

number of user agents and group agents to be generated, respectively, and a threshold valued

in the range[0, 1], which denotes the maximal difference between two rating values considered

similar.

1. Initialization. In the initialization process,n user agentsAu1 , . . . , Aun are created and as-

signed to the community members. Based on a useru’s individual profile, the associated

user agentAu will assign initial values toRu, RV u ands, the mapping ofu’s resources

to its preferences. The group-membership awardmau of each user will be set to 0. In

addition, a setG group agentsg1, . . . , gl will be generated and the membership associ-

ationm will be initially defined randomly in such a way that the number of user agents

is approximately equally distributed among the group agents and every group agent will

include at least one user agent. Variablee denotes the name of any of the two event types

RequestRecommendationandSubmitRecommendationor the termination eventstop,

which models the termination of the self-organization process.

2. Assumptions. To make the algorithm work properly, we make the following assump-

tions: Each user defines at least one preference, each of its preferences is supported by
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at least on resource, and the user is willing to provide a rating of these resources upon

request by other users or she takes initiative and submits a recommendation rating by

herself. Further we assume that the number of users is much larger than the number of

preferences known in the community.

Lines 2-23 of the pseudo-code in Figure 2.6 model the similar-user matching process, while

Lines 24-44 model the award adjustment and dynamic exchangeprocess. These steps will

be explained in the following subsections. We use an empty feedback messagefb = () to

model the absence of a positive response, which could, e.g.,be determined by a time-out in the

implementation.

2.3.2 Implementation Design

1. System initialization In the initialization process, the implemented system employs three

procedures: a user agent is automatically generated for every user based on the architec-

ture defined in Figure 2.3. User agents deal with system and user events according to

the user preferences and requirements maintained in the user profile. One or more group

agents are generated based on the architecture defined in Figure 2.4, together with an

initial multi-agent structure specifying which user agents are managed by which group

agent. In this step, every group agent builds up the yellow page to maintain the infor-

mation of local user agents and group membership, respectively, which implement the

mappingss andm introduced in Section 2.2. Each user agent should register randomly

with one group agent before it seeks services from the system. The registration informa-

tion may be summarized information (e.g. keywords or titles) of the resources the user

holds. Group agents will maintain the registration information. In the initial community,

it is likely that each group includes user agents with different interests. Furthermore, user

agents can also de-register with a group agent and change to another when required (cf.

Lines 36 and 38 in Figure 2.6), which enable the exchange ruleand community reorgani-

zation.

2. User Matching The heuristic algorithm we have devised for matching users with similar

interests relies primarily on the similarity of ratings of resources. The recommendation

scheme consists of the following steps: Once the use wants torecommend a new resource,

the user agent will track this behavior and send aSubmitRecommendationmessage to

its group agent (Line 3 in Figure 2.6). Upon receiving this enquiry group agentg will

first try to achieve a local match (thus strengthening the ties within its own group) and
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Algorithm R3H-SORC

1 let m(u) := g, fb := (); \\ Au’s group agent, feedback message set to ”no match”
2 while e 6= stop{
3 u sends messagemsg := (u, r, wu

r ) to g;
4 upon receipt ofmsg, g broadcastsmsg to all u′ ∈ C = {u′ | m(u′) = g ∧ u′ 6= u};
5 for all u′ ∈ C {

6 if exists ratingwu′

r

7 then {

8 if | wu′

r − wu
r |≤ d \\ rating difference underneath threshold

9 then {

10 send messagefb := (u′, g, r, wu′

r ) to g;
11 exit } \\ exit from loop
12 endif
13 else{
14 Ru′

:= Ru′

∪ {r} }
15 endif
16 endfor
17 if fb = () \\ no match found locally
18 then {
19 g broadcasts message(u, r, wu

r ) to all g′ 6= g ∈ G;
20 for all g′ 6= g ∈ G {
21 perform Step 4 to 14 by replacingg by g′ }
22 endfor}
23 endif
24 if fb = (u′, g′, r, wu′

r )
25 then {
26 if g = g′ \\ u, u′ belong to the same group
27 then {

28 mau := mau + 1; mau′

:= mau′

+ 1 }
29 else{
30 if mau = mau′

31 then {

32 mau := mau′

:= mau + 1 }
33 else{
34 if mau < mau′

35 then { \\ moveu to the group whichu′ is a member of
36 m := m − {(u, g)} ∪ {(u, g′)};
37 mau′

:= mau′

+ 1 }
38 else{ \\ moveu′ to the group whichu is a member of
39 m := m − {(u′, g′)} ∪ {(u′, g)};
40 mau := mau + 1 }
41 endif }
42 endif }
43 endif }
44 endif }
45 endwhile

Figure 2.6: Community self-organization algorithm R3H-SORC
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forward this message to its members, one by one (Lines 4 and 5). Each user agent ofg’s

group, upon receiving that message, will check if it has readand rated this resource (Line

6). It will calculate the rating difference and test whetherit passes the threshold (Line

8). If this test succeeds, the matched user agent will returnits recommendation feedback

to g (Line 10) and, in return,g will stop forwardingu’s message to other user agents in

its group (Line 11); otherwise this user agent, sayAu′

, will signal a mismatch so thatg

can interrogate another user in its group. In addition,u′ will add the resource named in

the request into its unread resource set (Line 14) and eventually read and evaluate it at a

later time. If there is no user ing’s group interested in this resource (Line 17),g seeks

help by forwarding the message to other group agents (Line 19). (In the prototype system

we have introduced another input parameterSearchLimit, which specifies the maximal

number of contacts to other group agents for one request to prevent endless searches in

a large and distributed recommendation environment, but inthe abstract algorithm we

abstract from these details.) These other group agents thenperform a local search in their

community, much similar to the processg performed it its group before (Lines 20, 21),

and they deliver any positive feedback to the requesting group agentg, which passes the

feedback directly on to the original recommenderu.

3. Award Adjustment and Member ExchangeSince every user agent is randomly regis-

tered with a group agent at the beginning, a group may have users with different interests,

while the outcome expected from this heuristic algorithm isthat only those user agents

with similar interests are grouped in the same community. Tosolve this problem, we

proposeaward adjustmentandmember exchangerules aiming to evaluate users and then

group them accordingly.

When a group agentg relays search results to the active user agentu, it examines a)

whether the recommendation was successful and b) whetheru and the matched useru′

are in the same group. If the answer is positive, group agentg will increase the group-

membership awardma of these two user agents by 1 (Lines 26-28). Otherwise, the re-

questing group agentg will compare thema values of recommenderu and the matching

useru′. If both have the same membership award in there own group (Line 30), their

award will be increased but no exchange takes place (Line 32)because we found it diffi-

cult to say which group has more users with the same interest.(If we performed a group

switch here, we could only adopt a random strategy that wouldcause a random effect

on the community formation. Actually, we experimented withdifferent combinations of

rules, and this rule showed the best experimental results.)If the awards ofu andu′ are
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different, the user agent with the lower group-membership award will be moved to the

group agent managing the user agent with the higher award andthe award of the initi-

ating user agent is increased by 1, while the award of the responding user agent is kept

unchanged (Lines 34-40). This rule is based on the belief that a user with a high award is

representative of its group’s interest. It will be called thegroup authorityand help attract

users with similar interests. Hence, response to an authority user agent can drive other

user agents with similar interest to join the same group quickly.

By means of the award adjustment rule, it is possible for group agents to differentiate between

users who are contributing actively to their community and those who are passive. This in-

formation plays an important role in generating the authority users and the formation of sub-

communities collecting users with similar interests. By using the member exchange rule, group

agents can quickly cluster the user agents with the same interest, which is essential for a quick

decrease of the matching time and an increase of the success rate.

2.3.3 Observations about the Algorithm’s Convergence

Based on our former assumption, each user agent maintains a particular set of resources sup-

porting the corresponding her preferences. In an arbitraryiteration stepk of our algorithm let

Rg
p,k be the set of resources supporting preferencep maintained by some group agentg and let

Ru′

p,k be the set of resources supportingp held by some user agentu′ associated with another

group agentg′. Further, letawardg
p,k be the average award value of user agents with preference

p in sub-communityg in iterationk. Now, if in iterationk user agentAu′

has been switched

from group agentg′ to g, then based on the initialization and the assumptions defined in Sub-

section 2.3.1 and Lines 30-42 of our algorithm in Figure 2.6 we can conclude that the number

of resources supportingp of sub-communityg and its average award may have increased, i.e.:

Rg
pk

⊆ Rg
p,k+1

and

awardg
pk

≤ awardg
p,k+1.

In other words, the award adjustment and member exchange rules proposed in our algorithm

guarantee implicitly the resources supporting a particular category will tend to flow to a group

agent with higher award. This leads to the additional effectthat this sub-community holds more

and more resources supporting a particular preference so that the probability that a response

to a submitted or requested recommendation will occur increases. So gradually, the group
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will attract more user agents looking for resources supporting their common preferences. The

gradual assembly of users with the same preferences and their supporting resources ensures that

the algorithm converges, which was also demonstrated by ourexperiments reported in the next

section.

2.4 Experimental Design

The experiments presented in this section are based on the actual learning resources and rating

values obtained by observation from the learners of the Network Education College at Shanghai

Jiao Tong University. We focus on the evaluation of the efficiency and scalability of this self-

organization algorithm. For the simplicity of the experiment, we make the assumption that

every user only has at least one preference and maintains oneor more supporting documents.

2.4.1 ABSORB Simulation System

To visualize the simulation and efficiency of the algorithm described in the previous section,

we have developed a simulation platform, namedABSORB (AgentBasedSelf Organization

ResearchBenchmark), which includes a user profile initialization module and a simulation

platform for community self-organization.

Figure 2.7 shows the interface of the user profile initialization module. Through this window

we can configure the attributes of users and generate corresponding user profiles. As shown in

Figure 2.7, this module implements three types of functions: the ”Attributes” panel is designed

to specify the elements that should be included in the user profile; here the attributes ”interest”

and ”resource” are of concern. We can also configure the initial numbers of user agents and

interests (modeled as preferences), and the maximum numberof resources supporting each

interest. When clicking the ”start” button, the system willcollect the learned resources and the

corresponding rating values from the learning database. Based on the filtered information, it

can generate the user profiles, which can be checked by the user by pressing the ”Show Details”

button. They are also saved as .xml files.

Figure 2.8 illustrates the simulation platform for community self-organization. In the top

panel, we can define the number of group agents to be generatedand the maximum number

of requests per user. The user distribution graph in the leftpanel at the bottom shows the user

distribution in every group, while the right panel shows thestatistic analysis of the recommen-

dation accuracy. Here, thesuccess ratioof a request can be defined as the percentage that

the request could gain feedbacks from its own group, after each user agent has submitted or
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Figure 2.7: Interface of the user profile initialization module of ABSORB system

requested a recommendation.

When the experiments starts, the system first opens a user profile as discussed along Figure

2.7, and then generates 1500 user agents and 15 group agents.The user agents randomly regis-

ter each with one group agent and transfer their summarized registration information to it. The

group agents keep all information of users in their group. Figure 2.8 shows the initial situation

in the left lower pane. Every column represents a group agentand different color regions within

each column represent different interests. The height of each colored region in a column illus-

trates the percentage of users with corresponding interests belonging to the same group. Since

each user agent registered with a group agent randomly, the colors of every column are mixed

and the distribution is almost average as a result of the initialization process.

After we press the ”simulate” button, the user agents will simulate recommendation re-

quests of the different users according to theR3H-SORCalgorithm, which will gradually self-

organize those users with the same interest into the same sub-community according to the award

adjustment and member exchange rules. In the experiments, the user agent chooses a read re-

source from the user profile and generates a recommendation request periodically. The request

generation period is distributed normally around a mean Q.
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Figure 2.8: Initialization of the community

2.4.2 Recommendation Accuracy Analysis

After 20 recommendation requests per user, we observe an extension of color regions and a

reduction of color variation in each column as shown in Figure 2.9 and the recommendation

accuracy increased quickly from 0.31 to 0.79.

Figure 2.9: Self-organizing community situation after 20 requests per user

In Figure 2.10 we can see the situation after 50 requests per user. In this figure we can see that

the trend is towards fewer colors per column and larger colorregions. Also we can see that

some columns become shorter and some even disappeared. Thismeans that some group agents

lost all of their users during community formation. This result is consistent with the intended

scenario of this experiment because we only have 10 interests, while we generated 15 group
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agents. We observe an obvious trend of users being attractedby the authority user agent of a

related group and migrating to the that group, while some group agents lost all members, such

as group agents 10, 11, 12 and 14 in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10: Self-organizing community situation after 50requests per user

After more and more requests per user were submitted, users having the same interest migrated

into one group and more group agents have finally lost all their members. Figure 2.11 shows

the situation after 100 requests per user agent. The formation of learner communities was quite

successful. It is settled into a stable state with user agents that are interested in the same interest

level being clustered into the same group.

Figure 2.11: Self-organizing community situation after 100 requests per user agent

From the recommendation accuracy graph, we can see that the accuracy is low when users
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are not well organized. This is because group agents often cannot find matching users locally

and need to send requests to other group agents. Since we limited the number of contacted

group agents per request, the accuracy is lower during the first ten requests per user. Once

user communities have started forming, however, the systemexhibits an obviously improved

accuracy and greater efficiency. Because users who have a common interest in resources are

gradually grouped together, group agents can more easily get positive feedback in their own

groups. As a result, there is an increase in the accuracy of recommendation.

2.4.3 Efficiency Analysis under Different Award and Exchange Rules

For this algorithm, the essential elements influencing the efficiency are the award-adjustment

and member-exchange rules. Thus we experimented with different combinations of rules, and

list four combination rules with reasonable recommendation accuracy in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Combination of award-adjustment and member-exchange rules

No. Member-exchange rule Award-adjustment rule

In the same group→ no change IncreaseTA by 1 respectively

1 Different group & same TA→ exchange randomly LeaveTA unchanged

Different group & differentTA→ exchange toGA IncreaseTA by 1 respectively

which manages theUA with higherTA

In the same group→ no change IncreaseTA by 1 respectively

2 Different group & same TA→ no exchange IncreaseTA by 1 respectively

Different group & differentTA→ exchange toGA HigherTA+1, LowerTA+0

which manages theUA with higherTA

In the same group→ no change IncreaseTA by 1 respectively

3 Different group & same TA→ no exchange LeaveTA unchanged

Different group & differentTA→ exchange toGA HigherTA+0.5, LowerTA+0

which manages theUA with higherTA

In the same group→ no change IncreaseTA by 1 respectively

4 Different group & same TA→ exchange randomly IncreaseTA by 0.5 respectively

Different group & differentTA→ exchange toGA HigherTA+1, LowerTA+0

which manages theUA with higherTA
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Figure 2.12 depicts the recommendation accuracy of these four rules, respectively. From the

recommendation accuracy curve, we can see that Rule 2 received the best experimental results

with highest average recommendation accuracy and smooth transition, which is just applied for

theR3H-SORCalgorithm as discussed above.
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of recommendation success under different award and exchange rules

2.4.4 Scalability Analysis

Scalability is also an important issue in large-scale community-organizing systems [87, 84].

The system should function properly even when increasing numbers of users join the system. In

this experiment, we primarily investigated the scalability of self-organizing communities with

increased numbers of users. Scalability related to other issues such as number of documents

and number of topics will be tackled in our future work.

Along with more and more users participating in the system, there will be more and more

workload (e.g., communication and request processing) imposed on the system. In conse-

quence, group agents will need more time to reorganize communities. However, the forma-

tion of communities is scalable if the required formation time exhibits a polynomial function.

During the simulation of our algorithm, we found that there is an important parameter that can

illustrate the efficiency of community self-organization.We name this parameter ”recommen-

dation request number”. This number illustrates a criticaltuning point of average request times.

After this point the community self-organization status will change from unstable to dynamic

stable.

Self-organizing communities have been tested with varyingnumbers of users in order to
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examine their scalability. The number of users ranges from 100 to 5000. Because requests are

continuously generated in a certain intervalQ, we use the increased number of recommendation

requests to indicate the increased time required for the formation of communities.

The experimental results depicted in Figure 2.13 show that the time required by group agents

to form communities (i.e., the recommendation request number per user) increased almost lin-

early in relation to the number of users. The whole system constructed correct communities

even when the number of users reached 5000. This means that the self-organizing communities

we designed scaled quite effectively with increasing number of users.
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Figure 2.13: Scalability of self-organizing community

2.5 Summary

This chapter has introduced a new method to organize users with similar interest in recom-

mendation systems, namely, self-organizing communities linked through group agents. This

method can facilitate an appropriate organization betweenusers and between users and group

agents according to users’ interests and behaviors. In particular, self-organizing communities

utilize group agents to trace user behavior and group users that have matching interest together.

When recommending mutually suitable resources, group agents also reward users that have

contributed to the community, and based on the awards of users, they exchange users with other

group agents so as to organize users sensibly. This results in well-formed user communities,

each of which has a common interest. Because the formation ofcommunities is self-organized

by group agents and based on users’ behaviors, self-organizing communities avoid difficult de-
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sign work required for user interest representation or usersimilarity calculation, and reflect user

preferences accurately. The formation of communities is hence generic to different informa-

tion resources and users. In addition, because user communities are organized based on group

agents’ local knowledge and local interaction, self-organizing communities are suitable to work

in open and distributed environments.

By organizing users according to their interests and behaviors, the resulting recommendation

system has an enhanced ability to provide efficient servicesfor users. Experiments presented in

this chapter support this assertion. In these experiments,the group agents were responsible for

locating matched users with similar interest in response touser recommendations. Accordingly,

the group agents reorganize users appropriately. As the user communities were improving, the

group agents exhibited increased recommendation efficiency and accuracy. The experiments

have also demonstrated that the formation of communities was scalable to increased numbers

of users. An emergent phenomenon of self-organizing communities is the autonomous selection

of group agents by users. This can help the system to choose the right number of group agents

automatically.

The method proposed in this chapter is just a heuristic algorithm. Much work still remains

to be done. In the real world, information resources are typically associated with more than one

category. Further study on self-organizing communities will be suitable for real world problems

and should bring many benefits to application areas such as the e-learning environment. Thus

in chapter 3, we introduce the Vector Space Model widely usedin content based filtering to rep-

resent resource features more precisely, so as to better measure the interest similarity between

different users.
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Chapter 3

Enhancing Community Construction by
User Interest Feature Vectors

As described before, the main purpose of the community construction is to establish a reciprocal

connection between users with similar interest, making thedescription and capture of the user

interests a fundamental issue for the community construction scheme. In the method proposed

in the previous chapter, we have taken it for granted that theresource with higher rating value

could reflect a user’s interest to a certain degree, and we gradually exploited the neighborhood

relationship between users who mutually have similar rating values on resources. However,

each resource may have many feature keywords which may not beincluded in the resource

title. That is to say, two users may also give the same rating value on a resource while they are

interested in different content. In such cases, the matching method based on resource names

sometimes leads to invalid results. Therefore, we need to find a method to evaluate users’

interests more precisely and include it in our algorithm.

Inspired by resource similarity calculation methods used in content based filtering technology

[11, 88], we introduce the concept of interest feature vector (IFV) considering both the feature

vector of resources and a user’s rating value on each resource [70]. This gives the evaluation of a

user’s interest precisely according to keywords of the content instead of categories of resources.

Based on this accurate user preference representation method, we propose a new commu-

nity self-organizing algorithm IFV-SORC algorithm. Beyond a user’s identification and rating

value, the recommendation request here also includes the resource feature vector of the rec-

ommended resource. We define several similarity calculation formulas according to different

matching scenarios. Furthermore, the concept of recommendation acceptance has been intro-

duced, which enables the group agent to use the acceptance coefficient of different groups on

a particular recommendation to adjust the community structure. Finally, the experiments have

demonstrated the processes of user agents migration and community construction, whose effi-

ciency and scalability are also discussed in this chapter.
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3.1 Vector Space Model

Thevector space model(VSM) has been proposed by Baeza et al, to represent a particular item

using a feature vector:(W1, W2, W3, . . . , Wn) [88]. Here,Wi is the weight of theith feature.

For a document, the words it contains are normally taken as the features. If the document con-

tains a specific word, then the corresponding feature value should be set to 1. Otherwise, it will

be set to 0. The TF-IDF approach has been further proposed to improve the accuracy of feature

description instead of simply using ’0’ and ’1’ [89, 16]. TF represents the term frequency. Ba-

sically, the higher the frequency that a word appears in a document, the corresponding feature

entry in the vector should have a higher value since it contributes more to describe the docu-

ment. On the other hand, IDF represents the inverse documentfrequency. That is to say, if

a word appears in many documents, then it will not help much todifferentiate the document

from others. So the corresponding feature entry should be given a lower value. The formal

description ofTF-IDF is shown in equation 3.1 [88].

W (t, ~d) =
tf(t, ~d) ∗ log(N/nt + 0.01)

√

∑

t∈~d
[tf(t, ~d) ∗ log(N/nt + 0.01)]2

(3.1)

whereW (t, ~d) is the weight of wordt in document~d, tf(t, ~d) is the frequency of wordt in

document~d, N is the total number of training document, andnt is the frequency that wordt

appears in the total training documents.

3.2 User Interest Feature Vector

Inspired by the concept of the TF-IDF model, we propose a usermodeling method based on the

vector space model by analyzing the keyword feature of the resources owned by the user and

his corresponding rating value.

Let G andU be disjoint countable sets of group and user names, respectively, with typical

elementsg, g′, g′′ andu, u′, respectively. Further letR andK be sets of all possible resources

and keywords.

ForR ⊆ R andK ⊆ K with | K |= n, the mappingα : K → R models the fact that keyword

k ∈ K exists in resourcer ∈ R if α(k) = r. Then∀ r ∈ R we define ann-dimensional feature

vectorF r = (fwr
1, ..., fwr

i , ..., fwr
n) by equation 3.2:

fwr
i =







TF r
i · IDF r

i if ∃ ki such thatα(ki) = r

0 otherwise
(3.2)
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with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, TF r
i andIDF r

i represent theterm frequencyand inverse document fre-

quencyof keywordki in resourcer, respectively. Each frequency weightfwr
i could be calcu-

lated through equation 3.1 and finally each resource could berepresented by the feature fre-

quency vectorF r.

Now we can define auser agentby combining the user name with the user’s resources and

interest feature vector supporting their resources. A useragentAu acting on behalf of user u is

a structureAu = (Ru, RV u, IFV u) with

• Ru ⊆ R the set of resources ofu;

• RV u = {wu
r1

, . . . , wu
rm
} is the rating vector ofu on the resourcesr1, . . . , rm held by user

u, wherewrj
∈ [0, 1];

• IFV u = (vu
1 , . . . , vu

i , . . . , vu
n) is ann-dimensional vector representing users interest fea-

tures referred to as theinterest feature vector(IFV), wherevu
i is the interest strength of

useru on keywordki defined by equation 3.3:

vu
i = κ

∑

r∈Ru

fwr
i · w

u
r (3.3)

Wherefwr
i denotes the corresponding feature value of keywordki in resourcer ∈ Ru,

wu
r is the rating value on resourcer given by useru, andκ is the normalization factor

defined by equation 3.4:

κ =
1

∑n

i=1 vu
i

(3.4)

A self-organizing communityC consisting of a setU of usersu1, . . . , un and a setG of group

agentsg1, . . . , gl with l ≤ m is a structure(G, (Au)u∈U , m) wherem : U → G is a mapping

associating users (and thus user agents) with their managing group agents. Thus, ifm(u) = g,

user agentAu is amember of the groupmanaged byg. The setUg of all user agentsmanaged

by group agentg is then defined by equation 3.5:

Ug = {Au ∈ U |m(u) = g} (3.5)

and the set of resources maintained by the community of user agents managed byg is defined

by equation 3.6:

Rg =
⋃

Au∈Ug

Ru (3.6)
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3.3 Community Self-organizing Algorithm based on Interest
Feature Vector

Based on the discussion above, we introduce the self-organized community construction IFV-

SORC algorithm according to the user preference feature vector. The main improvements of this

algorithm compared with the R3H-SORC algorithm are described in the following subsections.

3.3.1 Recommendation Request

In the R3H-SORC algorithm, once the user has accessed and evaluated a resource, the user agent

will track this behavior and send a corresponding recommendation request to its group agent in

order to locate similar users based on the rating similarityon the recommended resourcer.

Since each user may have rated many resources which they are not at all interested in,

we introduce a pre-defined rating thresholdPreT to control the generation of recommendation

request and avoid the extra communication traffic. That is tosay, the user agent submits a

recommendation request only when the user has voted a resource with a value higher than

PreT. Here the recommendation request has the form(wu
r , IFV r), wherewu

r andIFV r are the

recommended resource’s rating value and user interest feature vector, respectively.

Lines 3-6 of the pseudo-code in Figure 3.1 model the recommendation request process, while

Lines 7-23 and Lines 24-30 model the similar user matchmaking and dynamic switch processes,

respectively. The steps will be explained in the following subsections.

3.3.2 Similar User Matchmaking and Recommendation

In contrast to the R3H-SORC algorithm, the IFV-SORC algorithm uses the rating value and

resource feature vector synthetically to calculate the similarity between users instead of simply

considering the rating value. The improved recommendationscheme is defined as follows:

1. Local recommendation by group agent: When useru sends a recommendation request

to its group agentg, g will then forward this recommendation request to other local user

agentsu ∈ Ug (Lines 5 and 7 in Figure 3.1). Each local user agentu′ will then verify if

the resource is in its local list.

(a) If useru′ has evaluated the resource, then the system will calculate the similarity

Sim(wur , wu′

r) between the rating values of these two users through equation 3.7:

Diff(wur , wu′

r) = |
wur − wu′

r

wmax − wmin

| (3.7)
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wherewur andwu′

r are the rating values of the recommendation senderu and ac-

ceptoru on resourcer, respectively.|wmax − wmin| represents the maximum span

of rating values used to normalize different rating schemes.

(b) If theDiff(wur , wu′

r) < DiffT , whereDiffT is a pre-defined difference threshold,

it means that these two users has similar rating value on the recommended resource

r (Line 11 in Figure 3.1). The user agentu′ will then calculate the interest similarity

of u andu′ based on the user preference vectorIFV u and user preference feature

vectorIFV u′

defined by equation 3.8:

Sim(IFV u, IFV u′

) =

∑n

k=1 Wik ∗ Wjk
√

(
∑n

k=1 W 2
ik)(

∑n

k=1 W 2
jk)

(3.8)

wheren is the dimension of the feature vector andWk is thekth dimension of the

vector. If Sim(IFV u, IFV u′

) > SimT, whereSimT is a pre-defined similarity

threshold between two users, these two users are consideredwith similar interest

(Line 13 in Figure 3.1). Lines 9-18 model the local recommendation process.

2. Global recommendation by group agents: In R3H-SORC algorithm, the group agentg

will only perform global recommendation requests when it fails locally. However, under

actual conditions, when the community forms gradually, thesuccess ratio of local rec-

ommendation request continuous to increase. This will prevent the formation of small

communities. So in the IFV-SORC algorithm, whether its local recommendation request

is successful or not, we also require the group agentg to perform global recommenda-

tions and deliver the recommendation request to others < topSearch group agents

g′ 6= g ∈ G when it launches the local recommendation. Eachg′ 6= g ∈ G will perform

the local recommendation process (Lines 20-23 in Figure 3.1).

3.3.3 Dynamic Switch Scheme Based on Recommendation Acceptance

In the R3H-SORC algorithm, we used the group membership to estimate the user’s interest

strength belonging to the primary interest of its group. We reorganize the user agent with simi-

lar rating on the recommended resource according to the membership award. In the IFV-SORC

algorithm, we precisely evaluate the user’s interest basedon its user interest feature vector

instead of the rating value on resources, and calculate their similarity based on the user pref-

erence vectorIFV u and user preference feature vectorIFV u′

. Furthermore, we introduce the

recommendation acceptance to evaluate the user’s intereststrength if it belongs to its current
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group. Here,recommendation acceptanceis defined as how many user agents in a common

group accept this recommendation and have similar interestwith the requesting user agent. In

order to evaluate the acceptance strength of one group, we introduce a new parameteraccep-

tance coefficient(AC) to calculate the number of accepted recommendations, whereACg
u is the

accepted numbers that the user agentu received by the members of group agentg. As dis-

cussed above, the requesting group agent will not only deliver the recommendation request to

the user agents in its own group, but also to several neighborgroup agent. Thus, each user agent

who received the recommendation request will calculate thesimilarity Sim(IFV u, IFV u′

). If

Sim(IFV u, IFV u′

) > SimT, it will return a positive feedback to its group agent. Each group

agent who received the request including the requesting group agent will increase theAC by 1

once it receives a positive feedback from its local user agents and return the final value to the

requesting group agent (Line 15 in Figure 3.1).

Based on the acceptance coefficient feedbacks from different group agents, the current group

agent will decide whether to keep the user agent in its group or switch it to another group. If the

current group has the highest AC value, then no adjustment will be made. Otherwise, the user

agent should be switched to the group with the highest AC value. A corresponding adjustment

on the user list, resource list and degree of membership willthen be made in consequence (Lines

24-30 in Figure 3.1).

3.3.4 Pseudo-Code of IFV-SORC Algorithm

Based on the improved similar user matching and dynamic switch scheme, the detailed IFV-

SORC algorithm is shown as Figure 3.1.

3.4 Experimental Design

In order to evaluate the performance of the IFV-SORC algorithm, we collected 100 web-page

resources from the English Express web site of the SJTU Network College and extracted the

feature frequency vector manually based on the Vector SpaceModel to construct a resource

library. At the same time, we chose 100 users’ data and constructed the corresponding user

agents for them. Based on the history log data, we could then obtain, the users’ evaluation vec-

tors on the selected resources so as to initialize their readand unread resource list. Furthermore,

the preference feature vector of each user could also be calculated from the data. The system

constructed 15 group agents from which each user agent should choose one to register in.
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Algorithm IFV-SORC

1 let m(u) := g, ACg
u = 0;\\ Au’s group agent, and the initialACg

u is zero.
2 while e 6= stop {
3 if wu

r > PreT \\rating value greater than rating thresholdPreT

4 then {
5 u sends messagemsg := (u, r, wu

r , IFV u) to g }
6 endif
7 upon receipt ofmsg, g broadcastsmsg to all u′ ∈ C = {u′ | m(u′) = g ∧ u′ 6= u};
8 for all u′ ∈ C {

9 if exists ratingwu′

r

10 then {

11 if | wur
−wu

′

r

wmax−wmin

| ≤ DiffT \\ rating difference underneath thresholdDiffT

12 then {

13 if sim(IFV u, IFV u′

) > SimT ; \\similarity difference greater than thresholdSimT

14 then {
15 ACg

u = ACg
u + 1 }

16 endif}
17 endif}
18 endif}
19 endfor
20 g broadcasts message(u, r, wu

r , IFV u) to all g′ 6= g ∈ G;
21 for all g′ 6= g ∈ G received the message{
22 perform Step 7 to 19 by replacingg by g′ }
23 endfor
24 if ACg′′

u is the maximum acceptance coefficient
25 then {

26 if ACg
u 6= ACg′′

u

27 then {
28 m := m − {(u, g)} ∪ {(u, g′′)} }
29 endif }
30 endif }
31 endwhile

Figure 3.1: Community self-organization algorithm IFV-SORC
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Figure 3.2 displays the initial status of the system. While inheriting the primary function mod-

ules of the ABSORB platform described in section 2.4.1, the new system primarily improves

the visualization method. It can illustrate the user agent migration and community organization

process dynamically. Each rectangle in Figure 3.2 represents a user agent with different color

denoting various interests of the user. The group agent is represented by an ellipse of the same

color. After clicking on the ”generate group” button, the system will reconfigure based on the

predefined parameters, which is: 15 group agents and 100 useragents. Since each user agent

registers with a group agent randomly, we can see that the user agents under each group agent

have different colors on initialization.

Figure 3.2: System status on initialization legend

After clicking on the ”Simulate” button, the system will simulate the community organization

according to the IFV-SORC algorithm. Each user agent will recommend the resources they pre-

fer and the group agent will perform local or global recommendation and adjust the community

structure accordingly. Figure 3.3 illustrates the community structure after each user agent sent

30 recommendation requests.

From the figures we could see that, as the number of recommendation requests sent by user

agents increases, the user agents with the same color clearly accumulate in one or two user

agents gradually. Take the users with the ”blue” interest asthe example, user agent 96 and user

agent 56 were deleted from group agent 2 and group agent 5, respectively, and both migrated

to group agent 0. After each user dispatches approximately 40 recommendation requests, as
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Figure 3.3: Community structure after each user sent 30 recommendation requests

shown in Figure 3.4, the community construction has been almost completed. Since the initial

number of group agents is larger than the pre-defined user interests number, finally some group

agents will lose all their user agents includingG4, G5, G6, G8, G9.

In order to better evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm, we define two new parameters:

1. Recommendation accuracy: For each user recommendation request, the group agent

will feedback the AC of the local group and other groups. Based on the assumption that

if the AC of the local group is the highest, this request will be considered as successful,

where we define the recommendation accuracy to be the percentage of the local feedback

in which the AC is the highest one among all groups.

2. Exchange rate: As the community forms gradually, the inter-community user switch

times should drop and finally stabilize. So we define how to evaluate the community

construction efficiency, which is the ratio of user switch times compared to all recom-

mendation requests. The lower the exchange rate is, the moresuccessful the community

organization is.

Figure 3.5 plots the recommendation accuracy after each user agent dispatched 100 recommen-

dation requests. From the diagrams we can see that, on initialization, the community has not

been formed, and the recommendation accuracy is very low (appro 0.35). However, as the
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Figure 3.4: Community structure after each user sent 40 recommendation requests

number of user recommendation requests increases, the system could gradually adjust the com-

munity structure in response to the feedback and similar users will be switched to the same

group. After each user sent 20 requests, the recommendationaccuracy will increase to 0.68 and

further to nearly one after 40 requests.

Figure 3.6 gives the corresponding analysis on the community construction efficiency. Sim-

ilarly, on initialization, the inter-community switch is very frequent (approx. 0.57). After each

user sent 20 requests, the exchange rate will decrease to 0.13 and further to under 0.1 after 40

requests.

Finally, in order to evaluate the scalability of the system,we repeated the above experiment

with 500, 1000 and 1500 users. The corresponding Recommendation Accuracy and Exchange

rate under different user scales are shown in Figure 3.7 and 3.8, respectively. From these figures

we can see that under the different scales of user number the Recommendation Accuracy can

rise to nearly one, while the Exchange rate stabilized on a small constant around zero, which

has proved the good scalability performance of our algorithm.
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Figure 3.5: Recommendation accuracy on
different requests
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Figure 3.7: Recommendation accuracy under
different user scales
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3.5 Summary

Resources are the primary media of recommendation systems and users’ interest can be eval-

uated by their rating value on different resources. The latter can also be used to evaluate the

similarity of interests. Each resource may have many feature keywords which can not be recog-

nized from the resource title. That is to say, two users may also give the same rating value on a

resource while they are interested in different content. Inorder to evaluate users’ interests more

accurately, we introduced the interest feature vector (IFV) considering both the feature vector

of resources and user’s rating value on each resource. The IFV gives the evaluation of user’s

interest precisely according to keywords of the content instead of categories of resources.
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Based on this accurate user preference representation method, we proposed a new commu-

nity self-organizing algorithm, called IFV-SORC algorithm. Beyond a user’s identification and

rating value, the recommendation request here also includes the resource feature vector of the

recommended resource. We defined several similarity calculation formulas according to dif-

ferent matching scenarios. Furthermore, the schema of recommendation acceptance has been

introduced which enables the group agent to use the acceptance coefficient of different groups

on a particular recommendation to adjust the community structure.

This method provides an effective way to model the user interest precisely so as to better

measure the similarity between different users. By organizing users according to their inter-

est feature vectors, the resulting recommendation system has an enhanced ability to provide

more precise recommendations for users. In order to better evaluate the effectiveness of this

algorithm, we defined two parameters recommendation accuracy and exchange rate, which fi-

nally supported this assertion. Similar to the algorithm proposed in chapter 2, the group agents

in these experiments are also responsible for locating matched users with similar interest in

response to user recommendations. Furthermore, the group agents take care of user interest fea-

ture similarity and acceptance coefficient calculations. The experiments have demonstrated the

processes of user agents migration and community construction, which reorganize users with

similar interest into one community appropriately. As the user communities were improving,

the group agents exhibited increased recommendation efficiency and accuracy. The scalability

of this algorithm is also proven by the stabilization of recommendation accuracy and exchange

rate under different scales of user numbers.

Although this method gives an effective solution for user community construction and accu-

rate recommendation, it still ignores one important feature that exists in an actual information

recommendation environment. That is, users usually have multiple interests, while the com-

munity structure linked through group agents is based on theassumption that each user only

has one interest, which can be managed by only one group agent. Obviously, this kind of com-

munity structure is not suitable for community organization with multiple interests per user. In

order to deal with this problem, we propose a P2P recommendation algorithm based on Hebbian

learning in chapter 4. The community structure linked through group agents is replaced by a

novel model of P2P neighbor communities, which manage similar user communities by each

user peer themselves.
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Chapter 4

Peer-to-Peer Recommendation Algorithm
Based on Hebbian Consistency Learning

In chapters 2 and 3, we proposed a self-organizing communitystructure linked through group

agents, which take it for granted that each user must belong to one particular group. Though

this method could achieve ideal efficiency of community construction when the user has ex-

actly one primary interest, it has also been confronted withseveral challenges. First, in many

recommendation systems, the user normally has multiple interests. In other words, a particular

user may have similar interests with other users that belongto several different groups rather

than just one. So if we still adopt the community construction scheme proposed above, the

multiple interests of the individual user may incur the increase of user switching and cause the

instability of the community structure as a consequence. Furthermore, when privacy protection

issues become important, the online users would like to onlyshare their personal information

with their trusted neighbors. This is hard to implement in the group agent based method for its

broadcast based message transmit scheme.

If we regard the Internet as the media, the user, who acts as the information consumer or

transmitter or both, could then be connected to each other based on his preferences to resources

through various means such as their social relationship andcollaborative tasks. This means that,

like in social networks, the users could construct their trusted recommendation networks and

maintain the trusted neighbor lists by themselves instead of the group agent. Each user could

further find the potential neighbor and adjust the communitystructure accordingly.

A peer-to-peer systemis a group of programs or systems which operate together in a dis-

tributed and collaborative manner in order to complete a particular common task [90, 91]. Re-

cently, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems have received increasing attention in the areas of file sharing

and information retrieval, such as the Tapestry [92], Patry[93], CAN [94], Chord [95], Gnutella

[96] and Freenet [97]. Each individual component in a P2P system is called a ”peer”. Normally,

there exists neither a centralized control nor a client-server, or a hierarchical relationship among
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the nodes in a P2P system. Each peer is completely autonomousand functionally equal to any

other. Peers can communicate with each other without any third party participation. Some

researchers also investigate resource allocation and routing algorithms on a P2P basis.

Compared with the centralized structures, the P2P systems have advantages on scalability, re-

liability, load balancing, and privacy protection. Furthermore, the distributed and autonomous

nature of P2P systems resembles our multi-agent based recommendation architecture. Espe-

cially, by using a distributed user profile management scheme instead of the original centralized

one, the user privacy may be better protected.

So in this chapter, we first propose a P2P recommendation system architecture based on the

trust weight [71, 72]. Each user agent has been abstracted asa peer in the P2P network which

will maintain the feature information and neighbor relationship of its own. Inspired by bio-

system research, we then introduce Hebbian consistency learning rules [98, 99] and propose a

trust weight learning and recommendation algorithm calledHebb-SORC algorithm. The related

similar user discovery scheme, trust weight learning rule,neighbor set modification, and weight

normalization strategy have also been proposed. At the sametime, we introduce the potential

neighbor set scheme to introduce the potential shortcut forthe recommendation system, thereby

increasing the community construction efficiency.

Each user agent will be in charge of the update of his trust on others, which forms the com-

munity structure. This mainly involves two technical issues. The first one is the organization

and location of the peers in the system while the second one isthe identification of similar users

in an open network environment. The first issue concerns the P2P topology definition method

and is beyond the focus of this thesis. We will just assume that we already have a physical P2P

network environment and primarily focus on the second issuein this chapter.

4.1 System Architecture

By extending the group agent based semi-centralized reciprocal community construction method

to a P2P network environment, we proposed a trust weight based P2P recommendation network

structure shown in Figure 4.1. In the proposed system, everypeer represents a user. The user

can access the recommendation network through his preferred devices including the PC, laptop,

PDA, or mobile phone. The peers can be connected to each otherfreely and central servers are

not available for storing global structure information. Oneach peer there will be a user agent,

who will monitor the user’s behavior such as his evaluation and rating on resources. According

to these behaviors, the user agent will then construct and maintain the local user profile for the

peer. Furthermore, it will learn and update the trust weightfor other peers in the neighbor set
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and help locate similar users.

User Agent
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User Agent

User Agent

User Profile
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Figure 4.1: P2P recommendation network framework based on trust weight

4.2 Similar User Discovery Scheme Based on Recommenda-
tion Query

Let U be disjoint countable sets of user names with typical elementsu1, u2, ..., ui. Further letR

be set of all possible resources.

A user agentAui acting on behalf of userui is a structureAui = (Ri, RV i, NLi) with typical

elementsa1, a2, ..., ai where

• Ri ⊆ R the set of resources ofa;

• RV i = {vui
r1

, . . . , vui
rm
} is the rating vector ofui on the resourcesr1, . . . , rm held by user

ui, wherevri
∈ [0, 1] is an numeric with the higher values denoting a stronger preferences.

• A neighbor setof user aNLi stores the identification information of userui’s trusted

neighboruj and the corresponding trust weightwi,j.

On initialization, each peer will connect to several other peers randomly. The corresponding

user agents on these peers will be set as the original trustedneighbors of the peer and assigned

a default trust weight as shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of trusted neighbor network structure

As shown in Figure 4.2, there exists an edge between two user agents, i.e.,a1 anda2, if they are

the trusted neighbors with a trusted weightw1,2. The peers in the grey rectangle describe the

most faraway user agents can be accessed bya1, and the relationship between them is depicted

by the dashed lines. Furthermore, the propagation of the trust relationship among the user

agents is unsymmetrical and transitive, which can be calculated by Equation 4.13 and 4.14. As

the system runs, the initial weights will be adapted automatically according to the user behavior

and its drift in interests.

During the operation of the system, a particular userui could be given lots of candidate re-

sources for reading through various ways such as a search engine and advertisements. He could

then send out a requests which could be the name or the featurevector of the resources to his

trusted neighbor through its user agentai. Such kind of request will be referred to as a ”recom-

mendation request” later. In contrast to the traditional P2P file sharing system, upon receiving

the Recommendation Query, the peer will check whether it hasevaluated these resources and

return the corresponding rating information to the sender instead of returning the resource itself.

After getting the feedback from other peers, user agentai will then predict the possible interest

of userui on the resources through Equation 4.1.

pi,r = κ

k
∑

j=1

wi,jvjr
(4.1)

wherepi,r is the prediction value userui gives to the resourcer based on the feedback of

its trusted neighboruj, wi,j is the trust weight userui assigns to trusted useruj, andκ is a

normalizing factor [11].

Once the user gets the prediction value of a particular resource, he can choose to access or

dismiss it. After that, the user will have his own evaluationon this resource which will then

be captured by the user agentai and used to modify the trust weight between him and other

users. As the recommendation-query and evaluation-feedback process goes on, the user agent
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can develop an increasingly more accurate trust relationship to other peers. If there existed a

user agentaj which continues to return similar evaluations on the resources with userai, an

increasing trust weight will be given toaj so that its opinion will contribute increasingly more

to the final prediction.

Constrained by the storage and network traffic, the number ofusers in the user agents’ neigh-

bor lists and their evaluated resources may be quite limited. As the network resources increase,

it is difficult for the user agent to obtain enough information to make a prediction by just query-

ing the users in the neighbor set. Our intention is to get the current trusted neighbor agents to

forward the recommendation query further to their neighbors so as to get more complete eval-

uation information on the candidate resources for the active user. Still, this trust relationship

transfer process will help the user agent find more potentialsimilar users.

Based on the recommendation query, we define the following similar user location scheme:

1. For all the resources in the candidate set, user agentai issues a recommendation query to

all the users in its neighbor set. Each neighbor agent will check whether its corresponding

user has evaluated the queried resource and return the vote information to user agentai if

any is provided.

2. If the neighbor agentaj finds that the queried resources have not been evaluated by its

corresponding user, it will then forward this query to its neighboring agents. The depth

that a recommendation query will be forwarded is controlledby a pre-defined integer

TTL (time-to-live). Every time a query has been forwarded, theTTL will be decreased

by one. Once theTTL reaches zero or the evaluation on the queried resource has been

found, the forward process will cease and the correspondingresult will be sent back toai

along the query path.

3. Reconstruct the community based on the trust weight learning algorithm.

4.3 Trust Weight Adaptation Based on Hebbian Consistence
Learning

Based on the discussion above, we may find that the trust weight wi,j, which represents the

degree to which a user agentui could believe the vote information given by the user agentuj,

is the key component of the recommendation network construction. So an efficient algorithm

must be proposed to learn and adapt it based on the feedback ofthe recommendation query.

Hebbian learning theoryhas been proposed by D.O. Hebb based on his observation of bio-

systems [98]. His key idea is that if one neuron has contributed to the activation of another one,
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the connection or path between them will then be strengthened. In more detail, when cell A’s

axon approaches cell B and activates it continuously, a special kind of metabolism will occur

in these cells which will increase the efficiency of cell A’s activation on cell B dramatically.

The above behavior-based award concept of Hebbian learningtheory has also been validated

in the neural psychology area and applied extensively in supervised and unsupervised learning

[100]. For example, the equation in the Hopfield network learning shares the same nature as the

Hebbian learning, which increases the weight between two neurons according to the frequency

of their simultaneous activation [101, 102, 99].

Assume that there exists a simple Hebbian learning network topology as shown in Figure 4.3.

Neuronj has been connected to neuroni with i’s output acting asj’s input. The weight of their

connection iswi,j.

i j

.

.

. ijw

.

.

.
iy

jY

iX

Figure 4.3: A simple Hebbian learning network topology

The weight increment∆wi,j is calculated by Equation 4.2

∆wi,j = ηyiyj (4.2)

whereη represents the learning rate. As the weight has been adjusted according to the relation-

ship between the outputs of several neurons, the above equation could be viewed as a category

of related learning rules. Since the output of theith neuronyi is the inputxi of another neuron

j, Equation 4.2 could be transformed as follows:

∆wi,j = ηyjxi (4.3)

Here the weight varies in direct ratio with the relationshipbetween the input and output signal.

By using neuron functionf(∗), yj can be defined by Equation 4.4:

yj = f(
∑

i

wi,jxi) (4.4)

So, Equation 4.3 is equivalent to the following:

∆wi,j = ηf(
∑

i

wi,jxi)xi (4.5)
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Here we assume a learning mode with a subscript ofp joins in the network, where all the weights

have been initialized to zero. Then by applying Equation 4.2, after the entire dataset is input, the

weights will be updated as shown by Equation 4.6, which meansthat the most frequent input

mode will have the dominant influence on the weight adaptation and will finally maximize the

output of the network.

wi,j = η
∑

p

yipyj (4.6)

AssumingOi to be the sign of nodei’s output andOj to be the sign ofj’s output, then the sign

of ∆wi,j could be determined byOi ∗ Oj. So if Oi andOj have both been activated and have

the same sign, then the connection between nodes should be strengthened. Otherwise, ifOi and

Oj have different signs, the connection strength should be weakened. The computation result is

shown in Table 4.1:

Table 4.1: Signs of node output and computation result

Oi Oj Oi ∗ Oj

+ + +

+ - -

- + -

- - +

From this table, one could infer that the theory of Hebbian consistency learning is very similar

to our recommendation query based on a trusted neighbor construction model. In the recom-

mendation network, if userui and useruj have been activated simultaneously, which means

useruj has given a feedback similar to userui’s real evaluation, then the trust between them

should be strengthened.

So based on the Hebbian consistency learning rules, we definethe trust weight increment in

the recommendation network∆wi,j by Equation 4.7

∆wi,j = ηxiyj (4.7)

Here,xi andyj represent the output of userui and useruj, respectively, whereη is still the

learning rate.

The learning rateη plays an important role in the Hebbian Learning theory. In contrast

to traditional methods, the learning rateη in our system is dynamic. First, we determine the
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value ofxi andyj based on whether userui and useruj have both been activated. Then the

learning rateη is set according to the difference between useruj ’s feedback and userui’s real

evaluation. The calculation method ofxi andyj is defined by Equation 4.8 while that ofη is

defined by Equation 4.9

Cr
i =







xi = 1, yj = 1 if user ui and user uj have been activated simultaneously

xi = 0, yj = 0 if either user ui or user uj has not been activated

(4.8)

η = κ(
β

1 + h
) (4.9)

Hereh is the key factor that determines the learning rateη which could be calculated through

Equation 4.10

h =
1

1 + |2(vreal
ir − vf

jr) − N |
(4.10)

wherevreal
ir is the real evaluation userui gives to resourcer andvf

jr is the feedback provided by

useruj. As different systems may adopt various voting schemes, we defineN = |vmax − vmin|

to represent the maximum span of user votes.vmax andvmin are the maximum and minimum

votes a user may give to the resources respectively.β is a pre-defined parameter to control the

overall learning rate.

As shown in Table 4.1, the sign of the output of activated neurons will determine whether the

connection should be strengthened or weakened. However, inour definition,xi andyj have only

Boolean values. So we defineκ as shown in Equation 4.11 to determine the update direction of

the learning rate.T is a threshold set according to a different voting scheme.

κ =







1 |vreal
ir − vf

jr| ≤ T

−1 |vreal
ir − vf

jr| > T
(4.11)

Equation 4.11 means that if a difference between the real evaluation and the feedback is within

a thresholdT , then the connection should be strengthened. Otherwise, itshould be weakened.

The modified weights could then be calculated through Equation 4.12.

wi,j = wi,j + ∆wi,j (4.12)

So, if user agentaj gives a feedback to user agentai’s recommendation query, both users should

be viewed as activated and their weight increment∆wi,j can be calculated through Equation 4.7.

Otherwise, if useraj has no feedback, the node will not be activated.
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4.3.1 Recursive Trust Weight Update Strategy

Based on the recommendation query process discussed above,we define a recommendation

query as successful if within theTTL time there are evaluations corresponding to the queried

resources returned to the target user. Essentially, there are two kinds of activations for a suc-

cessful recommendation query:

Direct Activation The feedback has been given by the direct trusted neighbor ofthe user that

issues the recommendation query

Indirect Activation The feedback has been given by the spread query of the directly trusted

neighbor of the user that issues the recommendation query

For direct activation users, the trust weight update could be performed by directly applying

Equations 4.9 and 4.12. As to the spread recommendation query, we propose a recursive trust

weight update strategy to adjust those indirect activated users. The detailed description of the

process is as follows:

Assumingai andaq to be the indirect activated peers, the spreading pathSP i is a set of peers

involved in a successful recommendation querym. Letax ∈ SP i be the intermediate user agent

andax+1 ∈ SP i is the next forwarded user agent, the trust weight between them can be updated

by Equation 4.13:

wx,x+1 = wx,x+1 + µr ∗ ∆wi,q (4.13)

Here,∆wi,q is the trust weight increment between userai andaq calculated through Equation

4.9, whereµr is the parameter to control the recursive weight update.

It means that the trust weight increment between the intermediate usersax involved in a

successful recommendation query isµr times that between the target user and final response

user.

Figure 4.4 illustrates a trusted neighbor network structure whose purpose is to explain the

learning process of the trust award and community organizing process, where Figure 4.4(a)

illustrates the basic trusted neighbor network structure.Based on the initial value of trusted

weights between users, Figure 4.4(b) represents the trusted neighbor network structure with

recursive update after usera1 submit a recommendation query(a1, r).
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of trusted community structure

Table 4.2 gives the users and their ratings corresponding toFigure 4.4, where ”/” means that

no rating was given. As described in Section 4.2, after usera1 issues a recommendation query

(a1, r), this query has first been sent to all trusted neighbors ofa1, i.e., a2, a3, a4 anda5. On

receiving the query, each neighbor will check whether it hasevaluated the queried resource and

return corresponding information if so.

Table 4.2: Rating value on resourcer of trusted neighbors of usera1

User Agent a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a10 a11

Rating on resourcer 2 / 4 / / / / 3

For usera2 anda4, since they have evaluated resourcer, they will be directly activated and their

trust weight increment can be calculated by Equation 4.9. Let β = 0.03 andT = 2, and the real

vote usera1 gives to resourcer is 5. Fora2, since the difference between the user’s feedback

anda1’s real vote exceeds the thresholdT , κ has been set to -1. According to Equations 4.7, 4.8

and 4.9,h = 1
1+|2∗(5−2)−5|

= 0.5, η = −1 ∗ ( 0.03
1+0.5

) = −0.02, ∆w1,2 = −0.02 ∗ 1 ∗ 1 = −0.02.

Similarly, we can calculate as∆w1,4 = 0.024.

As usersa3 anda5 have not evaluated resourcer, the recommendation query will be forwarded

to their trusted neighbors. AssumingTTL to be 3, it is easy to find thata5 will not get any

feedbacks within theTTL. As to a3, it will get a feedback of 5 through the query path of

a1 → a3 → a6 → a11 . After that, the trust weight between users along that path should be

updated recursively. Setµr = 0.6, then based on Equation 4.12 we could get∆wr
1,11 = 0.015.

After this recommendation query, the modified neighbor trust weight is as shown in Table 4.3.

The detailed community structure and updated weights are illustrated in Figure 4.4(b).
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Table 4.3: Updated trust weights after the recommendation query(a1, r)

w1,2 w1,3 w1,4 w1,5 w3,6 w3,7 w4,8 w4,9 w5,10 w6,11

wold 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.4

wnew 0.18 0.515 0.624 0.3 0.515 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.415

4.3.2 Potential Neighbor-Based Community Structure Adaptation

Based on the weight adaptation strategy, we can adjust the current user’s trust weight on its

neighboring user through both the direct activation and theindirect activation. As the recom-

mendation query times increases, the neighboring users whohave similar interests with the

current user will have an increasingly higher trust weight for their ability of providing accurate

evaluation information on the queried resources.

However, one single fixed neighbor set has many limitations including slow community

adaptation speed and large network traffic. For example, an indirect user may have great sim-

ilarity with the current user. However, it could only be found through spreading a query since

they have no direct connections with each other. On the otherhand, some users in the initial

neighbor set may also be found to have totally different interests with the current user.

In order to solve this problem, we split the original neighbor setNL into two subsets, the

trusted neighbor setTN and potential neighbor setPN . The capacity ofPN andTN can not

exceedMaxPN andMaxTN , respectively, which represent the maximum number of neighbors

each set may have. As stated before, every recommendation query may indirectly activate some

users which have no direct connections with the current user. So if they have similar evaluations

with current users, they may be regarded as the potential neighbors the current user could trust.

The strategy of management and trust weight update for thePN is as follows:

1. For each indirected activated user agentaq, the user agentai will insert it into its potential

neighbor setPN i if PN i is not full, and update the trust weight by Equation 4.14.

2. If aq ∈ PN i, then update its trust weightwi,q based on Equation 4.14:

wi,q = wi,q + ∆wi,q (4.14)

The∆wi,q is calculated by Equation 4.7.

3. Otherwise, it will maintain the potential neighbor set based on the method proposed in

Subsection 4.3.2. After each update of the trust weight, first check whether there exists
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any user agentamax
k in PNi with highest trust weightwmax

i,k of PN i and also higher than

thresholdγ. If there is any such user, insert it into the trusted neighbor setTN i if the set

is not full. Otherwise, check whether there exists any user with lowest trust weightwmin
i,k

of TN i and lower thanwmax
i,k . If there is any such user, switch it with useraq.
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of community structure with potential neighbor set

Table 4.4 shows the trust weight of the case in Figure 4.5(a) after introducing a potential neigh-

bor set and the updated recommendation network is shown in Figure 4.5(b).

Table 4.4: Trust weights after introducing the potential neighbor set

w1,2 w1,3 w1,4 w1,5 w1,11 w3,6 w3,7 w4,8 w4,9 w5,10 w6,11

wold 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.3 / 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.4

wnew 0.18 0.515 0.624 0.3 0.025 0.515 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.415

4.3.3 Asymmetric Trust Weight Learning Algorithm

In the algorithm proposed above, the trust weight user agentai puts on user agentaj and the trust

weight user agentaj puts on user agentai, which have been assumed to be equal. However, in

the actual situation, the trust is usually an asymmetric relationship. Therefore, we differentiate

the trust value between user agentsai andaj by introducing the Asymmetry Rule which updates

wi,j andwj,i independently. At the same time, in the scenario of a recommendation system it

normally makes sense that ifai increases its trust onaj , aj should also add his trust onai at a

certain degree. So whenaj responds toai’s recommendation query positively, we will update

the trust weight ofaj onai through Equation 4.15
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wj,i = wj,i + µa∆wi,j (4.15)

Here,µa is an asymmetric fine-tuning parameter. For a newly added potential neighbor, its

initial reverse trust weight is set by Equation 4.16:

wj,i = µa∆wi,j (4.16)

4.4 Hebb-SORC: A P2P Personalized Recommendation Al-
gorithm

Based on the discussion above, we propose the Hebb-SORC algorithm depicted as Figure 4.6,

which is a personalized recommendation algorithm. It uses recommendation query and corre-

sponding feedback to find similar users and adjust the trust weight between users while finally

achieving conditions that allow a user with similar interest to form self-organizing communities.

The community construction and recommendation scheme is described as follows:

1. In the initialization process, n user agentsa1, ..., an are created and assigned to the com-

munity members. Based on a user u’s individual profile, the associated user agentai will

assign initial values toRi, RV i, and chooses < MaxTN neighborsaj randomly with

corresponding initial trust weightwi,j = 0.2. These neighbors have formed the origi-

nal neighbor setNLi, where the potential neighbor setPN i is empty at the beginning.

In addition, the spreading pathSP i is empty, and TTL equals to 2. Furthermore, we

use a feedback messageAf i to store the indirected activated user agent, its rating on the

resource, and the corresponding spreading path as(aq, vqr, SP i).

2. Each userui can issue a ”recommendation query”(ai, r, vir) through his user agentai

who will then forward it to all the other users in its neighborsetNLi including the trusted

neighbor setTN i and potential neighbor setPN i (Line 3 in Figure 4.6). On receiving

the query, a user agentaj will contact with the user agentai and update their trust weight

wi,j andwj,i by Equations 4.12 and 4.14, if it has evaluated the queried resources (Lines

5-9 in Figure 4.6). Otherwise, the user agentaj will forward the query to other neighbors

if the forward times is still withinTTL.

3. For each indirected activated user agentaq, it will record the spreading passSP i and

return the corresponding information as the feedback messageAf i to user agentai. The
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user agentsai andaq will not only update the trust weights between themselves byEqua-

tion 4.12, but also of all user agents involved in this spreading path by Equation 4.13

(Lines 27-28, 30-31 in Figure 4.6).

4. For each indirected activated user agentaq, the user agentai will insert it into its poten-

tial neighbor setPN i if PN i is not full. Otherwise, it will maintain both the potential

neighbor setPN i andTN i depicted in Subsection 4.3.2 (Lines 38-51 in Figure 4.6).

4.5 Experimental Design

In this thesis, we use the MovieLens data set, which is the most typical benchmark for person-

alized recommendation algorithms after the retirement of EachMovie, to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the algorithm proposed above against other recommendation algorithms. MovieLens

[103] is a web based recommendation system designed and implemented by the GroupLens

research group at the University of Minnesota. During its operation, it gathered more than

one million numeric ratings ranging from 0 to 5 which consists of 6000 users and nearly 4000

movies.

Furthermore, we use the algorithm implemented by a group at Carnegie Mellon University.

It is based on the classic recommendation algorithm proposed by Breese as our benchmark

to evaluate the performance of our algorithm [11], which canbe referred to as thestandard

algorithm.

4.5.1 Metric and Performance Measurement

In our experiment, we use mean absolute error (MAE) to compare the performance of our

algorithms with standard ones. MAE is the most commonly usedstatistical accuracy metric

in recommendation research literature and quite easy to understand. It compares the predicted

values with user-provided values using Equation 4.17:

MAE =
1

‖A‖

∑

a∈A

∑

j∈T |va,j − pa,j |

‖T‖
(4.17)

whereva,j is the actual rating usera associates with itemj andpa,j is its predicted value.A is

the active users’ sets andT is the test item set of active users whose ratings are to be predicted.

‖A‖ and‖T‖ denotes the size ofA andT , respectively.

In the following experiment, we use all the one million vote data in the MovieLens data set.

Currently, there are two different performance evaluationstrategies for recommendation algo-

rithms: Given-5 and All-But-One. For the Given-5 strategy,5 ratings of each active user will be
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Algorithm Hebb-SORC

1 let TN i = ∅; PN i = ∅; NLi := ∅; SP i := ∅; Af i := ∅; TTL := 2
2 while e 6= stop {
3 ai sends messagemsg := (ai, r, vir) to all aj ∈ NLi;
4 for all aj ∈ NLi {
5 if exists ratingvjr

6 then {
7 wi,j := wi,j + ∆wi,j ;
8 wj,i := wj,i + µa ∗ ∆wi,j }
9 else{
10 while TTL 6= 0 {
11 aj forwardsmsg := (ai, r, vir) to all aq ∈ NLj andaq 6= ai;
12 TTL := TTL-1;
13 for all aq ∈ NLj andaq 6= ai {
14 if exists ratingvqr

15 then {
16 SP i := SP i ∪ {(aj)} ∪ {(aq)};
17 Af i := Af i ∪ {(aq, vqr , SP i)};
18 exit } \\exit from loop
19 else{
20 perform Step10 to Step23 by replacingaj by aq }
21 endif}
22 endfor}
23 endwhile}
24 endif}
25 endfor
26 for all (aq, vqr, SP i) ∈ Af i {
27 wi,q = wi,q + ∆wi,q;
28 wq,i = wq,i + µa ∗ ∆wi,q ;
29 for all ax ∈ SP i {
30 wx,x+1 := wx,x+1 + µr ∗ ∆wi,q;
31 wx+1,x := wx+1,x + µa ∗ ∆wi,q }
32 endfor
33 if |PN i| < MaxPN

34 then {
35 PN i := PN i ∪ {(aq, wi,q)} }
36 else{
37 if |TN i| < MaxTN

38 then {
39 let amax

k is the user agent with maximum trust weight inPN i andwmax
i,k > γ;

40 TN i := TN i ∪ {(amax
k , wmax

i,k )}; PN i := PN i − {(amax
k , wmax

i,k )};
41 PN i := PN i ∪ {(aq, w,ı,q)} }
42 else{
43 let amax

k andamin
k are the agents with maximum weight inPN i and minimum one inTN i, respectively;

44 if wmax
i,k > wmin

i,k

45 then {
46 TN i := TN i ∪ {(amax

k , wmax
i,k )} − {(amin

k , wmin
i,k )}; PN i := PN i − {(amax

k , wmax
i,k )};

47 PN i := PN i ∪ {(aq, wi,q)} }
48 endif }
49 endif}
50 endif}
51 endfor}
52 endwhile

Figure 4.6: Community self-organization algorithm Hebb-SORC
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taken for granted as already observed and other ratings willbe put intoT for prediction. As for

the All-But-One strategy, only one rating will be put intoT and all other ratings will be taken as

already known. The observed ratings and testing ratings of the active users have been selected

randomly. In our experiment, we adjust the two strategies based on the special evaluation re-

quirement of our algorithm by dividing the data set into training set and test set. The training set

contains 90% of the rating information of each user, whereasthe test set contains the remaining

10%. The data contained in the training set and test set have been chosen randomly.

The detailed evaluation methodology is described as follows:

First, we construct a user agent for each user in the MovieLens data set, then choose N other

users in the data set randomly as its initial neighbor and setthe initial trust weight. In the algo-

rithm evaluation program, we use a multi-thread approach toimplement the user agent. Each

agent picks out the resource in the training set in sequence independently and sends a corre-

sponding recommendation query to its neighbors. Each agentwill process the recommendation

based on the Hebb-SORC algorithm and adapt the trust weight,neighbor set, and community

structure accordingly. After a certain period of time (for example, each user has sent 5 recom-

mendation queries), the algorithm will predict the vote of each user on the resource in the test

set according to the current neighbor set and trust weight. After that, the MAE will be calcu-

lated and compared with the benchmark algorithm. For the standard benchmark algorithm, we

will utilize ”Given-K” strategy to calculate its corresponding performance wheneach agent has

sentK recommendation queries.

Table 4.5 lists the description and configuration of the parameters in the experiment:

Table 4.5: Parameters configuration of the experiment

Parameter Name Parameter Description Parameter

Configuration

MaxTN Maximum Number of Trusted Neighbors 20

MaxPN Maximum Number of Potential Neighbors 20

T Threshold of Evaluation Difference 1

TTL Maximum Query Spreading Depth 2

β Learning Ratio for Weight Increment 0.03

µr Fine-tune Parameter of Recursive Weight Modification 0.6

µa Fine-tune Parameter of Asymmetric Weight Modification 0.6
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4.5.2 Performance Comparison and Analysis

Figure 4.7 presents the prediction accuracy comparison between the Hebb-SORC algorithm and

the standard benchmark algorithm under the corresponding ”Given-K” strategy. The compari-

son has been done under a different configuration of the valueof K.
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Figure 4.7: MAE comparison between the standard algorithm and Hebb-SORC algorithm

From Figure 4.7, we can see that after each user sent more than5 recommendation queries,

the personalized recommendation algorithm Hebb-SORC has comparable prediction accuracy

with the standard algorithm. Furthermore, as the recommendation query times increase, the

performance of our algorithm will exceed the standard algorithm, which proves its effectiveness

in finding similar users.

Furthermore, since each user only sends the recommendationto the user in its neighbor

set, our algorithm has a much lower calculation complexity than the standard algorithm. In

fact, if we visualize the recommendation system as a graph, where every user represents a node

and their neighbor relationship are depicted as edges, thenthe standard algorithm will have a

N-complete graph for a data set ofN users. However, in our algorithm, each user has only

n << N neighbors. Taking the parameter configuration in this experiment as an example, the

capacity of neighbor setn has been set to 20 and the maximum query forward depth is 2, so

each recommendation query will be sent to at most 400 users, which is far less than the total

number of users in the system. Furthermore, as the adjustment of the neighbor set is concerned,

this number will decrease more. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 display the forward times and success ratio

of a single recommendation query, respectively, as the recommendation query times increase.
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Figure 4.8: Forward times of a single recom-
mendation query
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Figure 4.9: Success ratio of a single recom-
mendation query

From the Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 we can see that, as recommendation query time increases,

the forward times of a single query continue to decrease and finally stabilize near 40. At the

same time, the average success ratio of recommendation query will rise to nearly 95%. This

result indicates that the trusted neighbor not only can provide accurate prediction, but is also

more likely to access the same resource as the target users.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we focused on resolving the problem of community construction and personal-

ized recommendation in open network environments. Based onthe concept of social networks,

we first constructed a trust weight based P2P recommendationnetwork. A user agent resides

on each peer to maintain the trusted neighbor relationship of the user in the recommendation

network. We then proposed a trust weight learning algorithmbased on Hebbian consistency

learning. Through similar user location, trust weight adaptation, potential neighbor adjustment,

asymmetric trust weight modification, and normalization, the algorithm manages to implement

an automatically adapted trust relationship between users. The experimental result showed that

the algorithm has preferable prediction accuracy, community construction efficiency, and scal-

ability to the standard benchmark algorithm. The main thrust of this chapter is as follows:

1. Propose a trust weight based P2P recommendation network infrastructure. By modeling

each peer as a user agent that maintains the trusted neighborrelationship of the user in the

recommendation network and learns the trust weight based onthe dynamic interaction

between users, the community structure could be adapted automatically. Experimental
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results show that this framework has a more preferable adaptation ability than the group

agent based structure proposed in Chapters 2 and 3 under multi-interest environment.

2. Propose a recommendation query based similar user location scheme. Based on the char-

acteristics of a recommendation network, define the format of recommendation query and

its spreading scheme to enable similar user location withincertain query forward depth.

3. Inspired by the bio-system, propose a trust weight learning algorithm based on Hebbian

consistency learning to define how to calculate the trust weight increment between users

based on the their vote similarities. Furthermore, introduce the concept of recursive trust

weight modification to differentiate the directly and indirectly activated users so as to

enable more effective trust weight update.

4. Introduce the potential neighbor strategy to incorporate direct connections between po-

tential similar users, which further increases the community construction efficiency. In-

troduce the asymmetric trust weight learning algorithm to treat trust as a bi-directional

relationship. Use trust weight normalization to prevent unlimited increase of trust weight.

5. Evaluate the prediction accuracy, community construction efficiency, and scalability of

the proposed algorithm against standard benchmark algorithms based on the MovieLens

data set.
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Chapter 5

Collaborative Recommendation Platform
based on E-Learner Communities

Theweb-based learning(or e-learning) provides an unprecedented flexibility and convenience

to both learners and instructors, but can also lead to isolated and un-motivated learners. In the

past decade, a handful of researchers [104, 105, 106] have explored ways to create collaborative

learning environments for geographically dispersed learners.

The collaborative learningincludes three core elements: learner sharing, learner interde-

pendence, and the active involvement of learners in learning activities [107]. Grouping and

regrouping are the main strategies in organizing collaborative learning [108, 109] and the for-

mation of virtual learning communities (VLC). They aim at bringing together learners with

shared interests to engage them in a discourse via media thattranscend issues of time and space

[110].

Rothmeier et al. define a learning community as a community inwhich people are joined

together by mutual interests to intensively examine a particular theme, and in so doing they

are able to learn together, exchange existing knowledge, and construct new knowledge and

meanings [111]. Thus, a community enhances the acquisitionof knowledge and understanding,

and it satisfies the learning needs of its members. In addition, a community can counteract the

isolation of the individual learner and the associated dropout rate [112, 113].

Community-building has been explored extensively in various educational systems [114, 112,

115, 116]. Research has generated various strategies for building communities in an online

setting including effective communication strategies, strengthening of social ties, small-team

collaboration, social network establishment, and collaborative knowledge construction [117,

110, 118].

However, most of these systems stress only the implementation of collaborative learning

activities inside that group (e.g. collaborative learning, competitive learning etc.), and little

attention is put on the formation of the group itself [119].
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Wang and Kang create a cybergogy model for creating learningexperiences that are cogni-

tively, socially, and emotionally engaging for distance learners with diverse backgrounds [120].

At the core of cybergogy is engaged learning, in which learners establish their own goals, ex-

plore appropriate resources, work with others in groups, and construct knowledge in meaningful

ways.

However, most of the group-formation and community-building strategies derived from

this model are created for online courses of reasonable size(20 to 50 learners). Moreover,

they are designed for courses that involve more constructive learning activities. Thus, these

strategies do not always apply to the large-size online classes in the Chinese educational context.

As an alternative, educators and technologists in China have resorted to the help of artificial

intelligence to encourage and support learner collaboration.

In the distance courses offered through the Network Education College at Shanghai Jiao-

tong University, for example, instructors simultaneouslydeliver their presentations to about

100 learners face to face and often 300-500 learners online.This scheme provides very few op-

portunities of interaction such as questioning, answering, and interactive discussion. Although

educators in the West often resort to teamwork to encourage learner interaction and collabora-

tion, collaborative teamwork is not a prevailing pedagogy in China’s higher-education. Also, it

does not easily occur in an online class of 100 or more learners. Therefore, the need to develop

alternative means of community-building is large.

Several self-organizing community based recommendation algorithms have been theoretically

proposed and evaluated in previous chapters of this thesis.Based on the actual requirements of

e-learning applications, in this chapter we primarily investigate the design and implementation

of a novel recommendation platform [73],SORCERY(Self-Organizing Reciprocal Community

Exploiting based Recommendation sYstem), that we developed for the e-learners of the Net-

work Education College at Shanghai Jiao Tong University. Wefirst introduce the architecture of

the SORCERY system, then describe in detail the role and functionality of each component. Fi-

nally, a case study is presented to show how SORCERY can be deployed in the actual e-learning

environment.

5.1 System Architecture of the SORCERY System

The main purpose of the SORCERY system is to recommend usefuland interesting materials to

e-learners based on their different backgrounds, preferences, learning purposes and other mean-

ingful attributes. SORCERY consists of three functional modules:’user information collection

and modeling module’, ’user community structure exploitation module’and’community based
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recommendation module’. Figure 5.1 depicts the architecture of the SORCERY system.

SORCERY GUI

User

Resource DB

Self-organizing algorithm

Knowledge DB

Collaborative 

recommendation

platform 

User information

collection and 

modeling module

Learning behavior 

analysis and model

User community structure 

exploitation module

Community based 

recommendation 

module

User profiles

Figure 5.1: Main components of the SORCERY system

From Figure 5.1, we can read that users can connect to and interact with each functional module

through corresponding interfaces so as to enable them to acquire suitable information to com-

plete related utilities. Each module is connected to the user profile and information database,

which is generated and maintained by the’user information collection and modeling module’.

The ’user community structure exploiting module’is in charge of performing the community

construction based on the self-organizing methods proposed in the former chapters and the

’community based recommendation module’is responsible for the final recommendations based

on the results collected from the collaborative recommendation platform.

5.2 User Information Collection and Modeling

Describing the learning interest and status of learners is the first and vital step of e-learner com-

munity building. During the learning process, the learnerscan browse online course materials,

submit questions, send messages to others, perform exercises, and take online tests. To give

the comprehensive description of learners’ learning information and features, we decided to

generate a user profile for each learner and define the profile schema in terms of six modules

as the ”personal information,” ”social relation information,” ”resource information,” ”learning

information,” ”recommendation information,” and ”extension information” as discribed in sec-

tion 5.2.1. All this information can be collected explicitly or implicitly from the e-learning
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platform our students are using [121, 70]. For instance, theinformation about personal features

can be obtained from the learner through filling in the investigation forms, while the recommen-

dation and evaluation behaviors can also be recorded by the learner explicit behaviors. While

explicit interest can provide more confidence in the interest calculation process, it is not always

available. Most learning information must be be obtained from the learning log file implicitly

including the visit times, visit frequency, duration, potential trusted classmates. In section 5.2.2,

we also provide several assistant tools to simplify the datacollection.

5.2.1 User Profile Schema Definition

For the recommendation system, the user profile construction is of the vital importance to the

design of following algorithm. In the SORCERY system, to enable our scheme to exhibit more

generality and extendibility, we first define an extendible user profile specification as shown in

Figure 5.2. It contains the following six modules:

1. Personal information: This module primarily stores the basic personal information for

each user such as her name, gender, contacts, birthday, and other relevant data. This infor-

mation normally has no bearing in the recommendation process but may be of interest to

the community construction. So people could choose to set particular access restrictions

on this part of the information.

2. Social relation information: The social relation information contains the social (com-

munity) information of the users including their neighbor lists, group information, and

trusted neighbor information. The neighbor list is normally maintained by the user him-

self, and the user could add or delete users in this list freely. The group and trusted

neighbor information is usually generated and updated by the system automatically based

on different community building schemes and algorithms.

3. Resource information: In a recommendation system, a resource represents all those

contents that the user may be interested in and wants to access. For example, it may be

a piece of news, a web page, a textbook, or any other document related to the learning

process. The resource module contains the access information of the user on the resources

such as the visit times, resident time, and rating data.

4. Learning information : This module’s purpose is to record learners’ learning behavior

data as the resource module may be quite complex, specifically for the e-learning area.

Except for the normal resource browsing, e-learners will also leave some important data
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in the assistant learning systems when, e.g., submitting questions, performing exercises,

sending messages to others, or taking online tests. All of these learning behaviors reflect

their learning interests, intents, and experiences. In ourview, learners’ learning behaviors

should not be separated from the curriculum content or knowledge base. The domain of

learning, types of instructional materials, and learners’characteristics have been identi-

fied as factors that can jointly contribute to the success of adistance learning environment

[122]. [123] defined a curriculum knowledge base as a meta-level knowledge that indi-

cates the structure of knowledge points in a course, and alsothe sequence in which these

knowledge points will be delivered to learners. In section 5.2.2, we will provide more

details on how to collect and model complex e-learning behaviors.

5. Recommendation information: This module stores the resources that the users regard

as useful or interesting. These resources may be found by theuser himself or be recom-

mended by others. Still, the users could express their own opinions on the resources such

as their own understanding on a particular course or notes ona lecture and store these data

in the recommendation information module. All these content elements could be viewed

as recommendation sources that may be shared within the communities. The user can

also set different attributes of the resources like ”private,” ”shared,” or ”recommended,”

which represent her attitude on this information.

6. Extension information: This module is to store additional information defined beyond

the above five modules, which may be learning project solutions, learning outcomes,

learning experiences. Also this module enables the description of extra information not

defined yet.

Resource_info

Learning_info

Personal_info SocialRelation_info

Recommendation_info

Knowledge DBResource DB

SORCERY  User Profile Information

Extension_info

Figure 5.2: SORCERY user profile information module
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5.2.2 Learning Behavior Analysis and Modeling

We propose an experience case based description model for e-learner profiles. Starting from

learning objects, this model integrates the various learning behaviors of the e-learners to gener-

ate the experience learning cases for each e-learner based on the relationship between different

learning objects and requirements of the personalized recommendation system. The whole pro-

cess consists of three parts:

1. Learning behavior independent object description: This part of work primarily fo-

cuses the description of the attributes of the objects in thee-learning environment inde-

pendent from the learning behavior: e-learners and learning objects. The specification of

an e-learner includes the basic information about the learner such as his preferences and

background etc. Learning objects have been classified into resource object (web pages,

documents, etc.), outcome object (assignments, tests, etc.), and question object (submit-

ted questions, etc.).

2. Object based learning cases: Based on the classification of learning objects, the learning

behavior data are also classified into resource-oriented learning data, outcome-oriented

contribution data, and question-oriented learning data todescribe the different behavior

attributes. Here, we put the learning behavior and related learning objects together and

represent them as a learning experience case. Each case consists of two parts: the object-

oriented and the action-oriented attributes. Each part should be defined appropriately as

described above.

3. Integrated learning experience cases: By constructing the resource-oriented learning

case, outcome-oriented contribution case and question-oriented learning case, we have

collected abundant information about the whole learning process of the e-learners. How-

ever, in order to evaluate the e-learners’ interest and status accurately, we still need to

integrate these three kinds of learning cases. In other words, we need to generate the

knowledge-points-oriented learning cases from the objectoriented learning cases.

Figure 5.3 shows the system architecture of the real e-learning platform used by the Network

Education College at Shanghai Jiao Tong University. It shows that e-learning is quite a complex

process that needs to be supported by many architectural components. The user can exhibit

many kinds of behaviors, such as accessibility to differentkinds of online courseware, as well

as the ability to complete assignments, submit questions, and search for resources. All these

behaviors reflect the users’ learning status and interest from one aspect or another. So the main
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purpose of constructing the user profile is to retrieve, clean and formulate useful information

from the learning log data so that it can be used effectively by the self-organization community

construction algorithms later.
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Figure 5.3: Architecture of the e-learning platform

Technically speaking, we can identify two facets in the e-learning process: learning objects and

learning behavior.

Learning objects are the resources that an e-learner accesses during the learning process.

They can be video clips, web pages, animations or text documents. Assignments, questions and

tests can also be viewed as a kind of learning object. Each learning object can be related to one

or several knowledge points in the library. Based on this, different learning objects can then be

related to each other.

The learning behavior is the set of activities that an e-learner performs on learning objects. It

can be roughly classified into three categories based on the way we can use the object. The first

category is stored as web logs which mainly consist of courseware browsing and downloads.

The second one is the data accumulated in the database of different assistant learning systems.

The last one is the discussion and notes the e-learner made during the process of learning par-

ticular topics or working with individual resources.

From the recommendation system’s point of view, the key points are to find the e-learner’s

current learning interest and status and make recommendations based on the experience that

other e-learners made before under similar circumstances.This approach not only requires us

to integrate the information from different learning behaviors, but we also need to consider

the relationship between different learning objects so as to get an overall evaluation of the e-

learners’ learning status on a particular knowledge point [124, 125].
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In our e-learning environment, we enable e-learners to recommend the resources directly to

others so as to share useful information between similar users more efficiently as long as they

do not express their rating on the resources. Accordingly, the recommended resources can then

be displayed in the interface of those users who are in the same community with the recom-

mender. Figure 5.4 presents the resulting recommendation interface of the homework center

from which the student can recommend useful solutions or learning reference materials cor-

responding to current assignments, and read the recommended assignment solution resources

in a straightforward way. Still, they can also indicate the corresponding rating information to

help other users make decisions. We also provide a personal bookmark management interface

whose purpose is to enable the e-learners to index their preferred learning materials more ef-

ficiently. As shown in Figure 5.5, our multimedia coursewareis usually organized in chapters

and sections. However, in the actual learning process, different e-learners may have various

learning habits and paths based on their ability. For example, for a fragment of video and audio

courseware relative to a knowledge point, user A may need to review the whole content of this

fragment, while user B may be only interested in the last partof it. So we have enabled the user

to define his own favorite bookmark as shown in Figure 5.5. An e-learner can generate a new

bookmark and name it by himself. He can further set up the corresponding beginning point and

end point of this bookmark or even join two clips together. Based on these bookmarks, the e-

learner can then perform a personalized review on the courseware. From another point of view,

personalized bookmarks are a very important and valuable information source. On one hand,

they can be useful to other e-learners with similar learningstatus. In addition, these bookmarks

also reflect the characteristics of the current e-learners.So we have provided a means for users

to recommend and share their bookmarks and also use this information in the community con-

struction. Based on these personalized learning behavior features, we can then help e-learners

to find neighbors with similar interests and learning status.
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Figure 5.4: Solution recommendation interface of the homework center

Figure 5.5: Personal bookmark management interface

5.3 User Community Structure Exploitation Based on JADE

We have developed an e-learning community monitor and management prototype system using

JADE, a multi-agent development framework following the Foundation of Intelligent Physi-

cal Agents specification (FIPA).A JADE platform includes several containers and amessage
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transport system(MTS). The MTS is also calledagent communication channel(ACC). It is in

charge of the message transport both within the platform andbetween different platforms. The

container is an instance in the JADE real-time running environment, which can contain one or

multiple agents.

In the platform, there are two different kinds of containers: main container and normal

container. There is only one main container in each platformand it is the first activated container

in that platform. All the containers activated after the main container are normal containers. The

most significant difference of a main container from a normalcontainer is that it maintains two

special kinds of agents, which are generated automaticallywhen the main container begins to

run. The first one isagent management system(AMS). It is in charge of the naming service

and authority. The naming service is to guarantee each agenthas a unique identifier in the

platform and authority is used to add and delete an agent in the remote container. The AMS

will maintain an agent identifier (AID) directory, which includes the identity information when

the agent registers to the platform. Each agent must first register to the AMS by using its

provided white paper service so as to obtain an effective AID. The second one is thedirectory

facilitator (DF). It provides yellow page service to other agents. Each agent should register

the services it provides on the DF and can also search the services provided by other agents.

Multiple DF can exist in the same platform and form a federation.

Based on the JADE platform, we construct a personalized e-learning monitor platform, called

PeL-platform. It is shown in Fig. 5.6:
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Figure 5.6: Architecture of the PeL-platform based on JADE

When constructing this platform, we first create the main container, which will then be in charge

of the naming, administration, and yellow page service of the other containers and agents of
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the whole platform. On initialization, we will construct multiple broker agents (BAs). Each

BA is a container that controls the generation, deletion, transfer and communication of the

agents residing in it. The e-learner can create a personallearner agent(LA) which has the

similar function with UA defined before, and register it in the PeL-platform via interactive

technology such as desktop, laptop, mobile phone and PDA. The learner agent will choose one

BA randomly and register its identity and services in the main container. Unlike the group

agent discussed in Chapter 2, the BA is just a required container in the JADE platform and will

not manage the community relationship between user agents.The user agent will maintain its

neighbor list by itself.

During the initialization of this system, we will first launch the server-side software and set

up the JADE remote agent management platform as shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Initialization of JADE remote agent managementplatform

Each e-learner can also launch a client software and register it in the JADE management plat-

form. The latter can monitor and manage the communications and interactions between regis-

tered e-learners.

5.4 Community Based Recommendation

After the registration, each e-learner can access the SORCERY collaborative recommendation

interface. It consists of three functional modules: rated resource list, unrated resource list, and

neighbors list. Figure 5.8 describes the interface of e-learner Totoro. A click object in each

module can activate the corresponding panel shown in the right column.
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Figure 5.8: SORCERY collaborative recommendation interface of Totoro

Figure 5.9: Promptly recommendation message pop-up window

5.4.1 Visualization of Learned and Recommended Resources

This module visualizes the related resource in the learners’ learning process and helps in the

evaluation of read documents and recommended interesting resources. A learner can also up-

load or edit his experience data in this module so as to share his knowledge experiences on

the course with similarly interested users in the community. For example, if the active learner

’Totoro’ is reading resource ’Reading comprehension II’, the associated panel ’rated resource

details’ in the right column will be activated and show the details of the content (as shown in

Figure 5.8).

If Totoro is interested in this material and wants to share itwith his friends, he can give a ’rec-

ommendation rating’ and simply click the button ’recommend’. The learner agent monitoring

Totoro then submits this request to his neighbor agents. Thus the neighbor agents will promptly

receive a recommendation enquiry as shown in Figure 5.9.
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From the popup window, the learner can know the recommender,the name and the rating

value of this resource. He can decide whether or not to acceptthis recommendation based on

his trust level on the recommender. For the accepted resources, the learner can then view the

detailed information in the ”Unrated Resource Details” panel. The interesting recommendation

can be further filed into the users’ favorite with a personal evaluation value or be recommended

to another learner.

5.4.2 Visualization and Communication with Trusted Neighbors

This module helps learners to manage their neighbor relationship and communicate with neigh-

bors. A learner can view his current neighbor list, as well astrust level of each neighbor from

the ’neighbor list’.

Figure 5.10 illustrates outcome of the case study about the instant communication among the

community. After Totoro recommended the material ’ReadingComprehension II’, all learners

in the same community can receive this recommendation request. Amay accepted and evaluated

it as ’4’. She can open the ’neighbors communication’ panel and share her feelings about this

material. Other learners in this community can all read thismessage and communicate with

each other as shown in Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10: Instant communication among community

Based on interaction and discussion among neighbors, learners can evaluate the satisfaction or

similarity of a neighbor’s learning interest. All of the actions generated in this platform can be
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recorded and analyzed, which can be used to maintain the community structure.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have successfully applied the work in previous chapters to the e-learning sys-

tem in the Network Education College of Shanghai Jiao Tong University. Based on the existing

platform, we constructed a learning community monitoring and personalized recommendation

system. This system has proved to be able to help e-learners with similar learning status and

preference share their learning resources and experienceseffectively. The main work of this

chapter can be summarized as follows:

1. Propose a learning experience case based e-learning profiling method which integrates

the implicit and explicit information of the e-learner in different learning phases, such

as the courseware browsing, question submitting, and test scores. Furthermore, a user-

friendly interface has been designed and implemented to enable e-learners to express their

opinion on the resources, recommend preferred materials, and configure recommendation

strategies, which provide more abundant user feature information. Based on this informa-

tion, learning experience cases can then be constructed to evaluate the e-learners’ learning

status and preferences comprehensively and accurately.

2. Building upon the existing e-learning platform, we constructed a JADE based multi-agent

community monitor management platform. It enabled the students to log in and create

their own user agent anytime, anywhere from the Internet or any mobile devices. The

agent can then register the user’s identification information, features and available ser-

vices in the main container so as to implement further automatic community construction

and personalization. Visualization tools have been provided to help the e-learners main-

tain their personal resources, trust neighbor list, and recommended resources.

In order to certify if the usage of the recommend system really helped students to en-

hance their learning effect, a prototype has been implemented and tested with the stu-

dents of Network Education College at Shanghai Jiao Tong University. The results of this

evaluation are reported in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Analysis of the Monitor and
Recommendation Prototype

In Chapter 5 we constructed a learning community monitoringand personalized recommenda-

tion system that was based on novel community self-organizing algorithms and the SORCERY

system. In this chapter, we pursue a few experiments to evaluate the efficiency of the SORCERY

system and to determine whether the use of this system reallyhelped students to enhance their

learning effect [75].

To find similar learners, as discussed in Section 5.2, it is very important to evaluate their

learning status precisely, which partly relies on the students learning effects corresponding to

different knowledge points. To tackle this problem, we needto reorganize the learning contents,

such as courseware, tests, questions, and other materials,and associate them with different

knowledge points. Since our e-learning platform manages tens of subjects and hundreds of

courses, we first investigated the students as discussed in Section 6.1 to find out which is the

most urgent course they need to receive personalized and frequent recommendations and for

which course do they feel a need to learn with classmates collaboratively. Based on the results

of this investigation, we finally chose the course ”EconomicEnglish” as the testing course and

organized it into knowledge points as explained in Section 6.2. The detailed process of learning

status analysis and communities self-organization will bediscussed in Section 6.3. Finally, in

Section 6.4 we discuss the outcome of our experiment with respect to the question whether the

system can really help to enhance learning effects and motivation.

6.1 Case Study Design and Result Analysis

First of all, we chose 2000 students of the Network EducationCollege at Shanghai Jiao Tong

University and asked them to fill out the investigation form including questions related to per-

sonalized learning as shown in Table 6.1. Based on the investigation result as shown in Figure
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Table 6.1: Investigation form

No. Questions

1 Do you want to use personalized learning services?

2 Do you want to study together with students who have similar learning
status with you?

3 Do you want to receive personalized recommendations about useful
learning materials and skills periodically?

4 From whom you want to receive the recommendations, the system, the
teacher, or your classmates?

5 Please tell us which course is the most urgent one you want to receive
the services mentioned in question 2, and why.

6.1, we found that there are 91% students who are expecting toget personalized learning ser-

vices; 80% of the students want to study together with students who have similar learning status;

85% of the students want to receive personalized recommendations of learning materials and

skills periodically. For the recommendation producers, there are 15% students who want to re-

ceive recommendations from the system, and 31% students whowant to receive them from the

teachers. Especially, there are 54% students who want to receive recommendations from their

classmates. We further investigated these 54% of our students to understand their motivation to

rely on peers with similar interests. The answer is that theysimply consider it more helpful to

get hints to learning materials, skills, or experiences from classmates because they encountered

or just settled similar problems as they are now confronted with. They also think it is easier for

them to ask questions to their classmates rather than to their teachers.

As shown in the Figure 6.2, among five general subjects offered by our Network Education

College, 74% students chose the English course as the most urgent one to receive recommenda-

tions, while 12% for Math, 24% for Business, 29% for Physics and 35% for Computer Science.

They expect the recommendations to be personalized and be easy to understand in a short pe-

riod, since most of them already have huge amount of regular materials to study. Thus, they

found that the contents of the English course can be easily divided into small units, which

may be conveniently recommended in forms of text, pictures,flash, audio and video, whilst

the English course can produce reasonable learning effectsif the students keep on practicing

listening, reading, writing, and speaking. Based on the ”always online” features of e-learning
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and mobile-learning, they believe that the English course is the most suitable one to apply to

the personalized recommendation.

91%
9% YES

NO

80% 20% YES

NO

15%85% YES

NO 31%

15%
54%

system
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Figure 6.1: Investigation results of the question 1 to 4 listed in Table 6.1
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Figure 6.2: Investigation results of the question 5 listed in Table 6.1

6.2 Course Content Organization

Based on the analysis above, we decided to choose ”College English” to be the testing course.

In order to insure the experimental efficiency, we invited several English teachers to analyze the

structure of the content and propose a ”College English” hierarchical organization structure of

the course content as illustrated in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: ”College English” content organization

As shown in Figure 6.3, we first divided the content into the classes ”Grammar,” ”Vocabulary,”

”Listening,” ”Writing,” and ”Spoken English.” For each high level class, we defined their lower

level knowledge points. For instance, class ”Grammar” includes ”Basic Grammar,” ”Complex

Grammar,” ”Special Grammar.” Basic Grammar consists of ”noun clauses,” ”adjective clauses,”

”inversion,” and ”appositive,” while Complex Grammar includes ”subjunctive mood”, ”adver-

bial clauses”, ”nominative absolute”, ”modal verb” etc. Inorder to evaluate the learning status

of students, we also prepared a set of tests on different difficulty levels corresponding to dif-

ferent knowledge points. For each test, we also provided related learning materials including

”difficult words explanation,” ”typical sample sentences,” ”character analysis,” ”comparison of

synonyms,” which could be a document (e.g., of type .ppt, .pdf, .doc or .txt), a picture, a frag-

ment of audio, video, and flash. Based on the re-organizationof the course ”College English,”

the students found it easy to learn content relative to special knowledge points, which are the

atoms to evaluate and recommend.

The detailed processes of community organization and collaborative recommendation are

discussed in Section 6.3.
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6.3 Case Study

We chose 160 volunteers who are students of the Network Education College of Shanghai Jiao

Tong University with a major in ”Business English.” We used the course College English as

the experimental subject and prepared a number of related learning documents. We divided

these 160 volunteers into two groups, A and B, where each group had 80 students. Students

of group A learned in a normal way and could not obtain any recommendation or guidance for

supplementary learning documents, while the students of group B were all required to use the

online recommendation system.

During the learning process the system generated an LA for each student in group B. Each

LA monitored the learning behavior of the related learner, exploited the community construc-

tion and maintained neighbor connections. At the same time,the students of group B could

enquire recommendations for specified learning documents from their trusted neighbors. They

were also encouraged to recommend supplementary resourcesvia the recommendation platform

along with related learning documents. Each student also could receive, read, and evaluate the

materials recommended from other students.

In the beginning of the semester, we required all students, both in group A and B, to perform

a set of 30 online tests. Each student in group B was initiallyassigned several neighbors based

on the testing grades. The assignment rule was such that the students who had more than 5 tests

with the same grade were put in a neighborhood relationship.

To visualize the community organization process dynamically, we developed a self-organized

society monitoring platform as shown in Figure 6.4. In this platform, each face acts on behalf of

a user agent. For learner user agents who are in a neighborhood relationship, an edge is drawn

between them. The shade of color of each edge illustrates thetrust strength of the neighbor with

the following meaning: The darker the color is, the strongerthe strength is.

As discussed before, each student can recommend resources to his or her neighbors and

also could receive, read and evaluate the materials recommended from other students. For each

recommendation, the learner agent calculates the percentage of neighbors that accepted this

recommendation and rated a similar value on the recommendedresource, called a satisfaction

for each recommendation. Based on this value, the learner agent can calculate the average

satisfaction with its neighbors. As shown in the left lower corner of Figure 6.4, the faces are

able to show five different emotions to represent different satisfaction levels with the neighbors.

The average satisfaction of the society is represented as a status bar in the right lower corner of

Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Initialization of a self-organized society

Figure 6.5: Well organized learning society

From sadness to happiness, the emotion illustrates higher and higher satisfaction. In the initial-

ization process, the emotions of most faces are sad and the average satisfaction is low, while

the edges colors are light. This means the community is not well organized in the initialization

step since each neighbor is assigned by the system based on the testing grades only. Based on

the usage of the recommendation system, each LA can track therecommendation behavior and

submit a recommendation request to its neighbors, which will all receive a recommendation

message as shown in Figure 5.9 and decide whether to accept itor not. Furthermore, they can
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evaluate this document through the SORCERY system as discussed in Section 5.4. Based on

the rating similarity between the recommending user agent and the accepting neighbor agents,

the monitoring system can launch the Hebb-SORC algorithm and re-organize the learners into

small communities. With the community organization process, the learners with similar inter-

ests can be switched into the same group which finally formalized six small communities as

described in Figure 6.5. Each learning community shows strong trust and high satisfaction lo-

cally. That means, the learners in the same group should havesimilar interests and are satisfied

with the resources recommended by their neighbors, whilst the similarity between learners in

the different groups should be much lower.

6.4 Efficiency Evaluation

In order to qualify the efficiency of this system, we applied three kinds of evaluations inspired

by the educational technology research [126, 127]. The underlying motivation was to determine

whether the use of this system really helped students to enhance their learning effect.

6.4.1 Evaluation of Learning Marks

As discussed in Section 6.3, we required all students both ingroup A and B to finish a set

of online tests before our case study started. The detailed achievement comparison between

these two volunteer groups is depicted in Figure 6.6. We can see that the score distributions in

the range [D, A+] of group A and B are almost the same for the initial examination (called as

exam1). At the end of the test semester, we provided another examination (called exam2) for

the students in both groups A and B. As shown in Figure 6.7 now,the score distribution in the

range [B, A+] of group B is higher than that of group A, while the score distribution in the range

[D, B-] depicts just the inverse situation. This result illustrates that most students who used the

SORCERY system, in the average, raised their marks.

Figure 6.6: Comparison of learning marks for
exam1 between group A and B

Figure 6.7: Comparison of learning marks for
exam2 between group A and B
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6.4.2 Evaluation Based on Learning Curve

The learning curveis a popular method to evaluate the learning effect of students. It is widely

used in efficiency estimation of teaching methods and training models [126]. In this section,

we discuss the average learning curve comparison between group A and B students. During

the learning process, we designed ten series tests. A learning curve with the average mark of

each test being arranged along the y-axis and the number of tests arranged along the x-axis is

shown in Figure 6.8. For the students in group B we recognize an ascending trend with higher

acceleration than for the students in group A.
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Figure 6.8: Learning curves of groups A and B

6.4.3 Evaluation of Satisfaction

We also evaluated the system efficiency as subjectively perceived by the volunteers in group B.

The results are depicted in Figure 6.9. 73% of the students inthis group thought that the system

was helpful and efficient, 12% of group B students took the position that some recommended

resources could not meet their needs, while 11% thought thatthe matched neighbors were not

really that similar to themselves. Finally, 4% of group B students felt that the system was not

supportive to their study process.

Figure 6.9: Satisfaction evaluation of users of the SORCERYsystem
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6.5 Summary

In order to determine whether the use of the recommendation system really helped students to

enhance their learning effect, a prototype has been implemented and tested with the students of

the Network Education College at Shanghai Jiao Tong University. Based on the investigations

of 2000 students, we found out that most students are expecting to receive personalized recom-

mendations of learning materials and skills and prefer to collaboratively study with classmates

who may have similar learning situations.

To simplify the experiment, we investigated a proper courseand finally chose ”College

English.” The course was then reorganized into knowledge points to better enable fine-grained

recommendations. Then we chose 160 volunteers with a major in ”Business English,” who we

divided into two groups A and B. Students of group A learned ina normal way and could not

get any recommendation or guidance for additional the learning materials, while the students of

group B were all required to use our online recommendation system.

During the learning process the system generated an LA for each student in group B. Each LA

monitored the learning behavior of he related learner, exploited the community construction,

and maintained neighborhood connections. At the same time,the students of group B could

enquire recommendations for specific learning documents from their trusted neighbors. They

were also encouraged to recommend supplementary resourcesvia the recommendation platform

along with related learning documents. Each student also could receive, read, and evaluate the

materials recommended from other students.

From the records of the self-organized society monitoring platform, we could see that each

student in the community had strong trust and high satisfaction with his neighbors as selected

by the platform. This strongly suggests that the self-organized learning community platform is a

successful development. To qualify the efficiency of this system, we also performed three kinds

of evaluations at the end of the testing semester. They were inspired by educational technology

research and include before-test and after-test learning marks, learning curves, and subjectively

perceived satisfaction about this system. The empirical results show that the system can support

students to enhance their learning effort towards an ascending learning curve and better marks.

Also a majority of students who used the system were satisfiedwith its efficient and helpful

services.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

With the rapid development of modern communication, both the Internet and multimedia tech-

nology have enabled users to obtain unprecedented abundantinformation resources very conve-

niently, but it also brought about the problem of ”information overload”. To tackle the problem,

researchers began to investigate various automated information filtering techniques that aim to

select those information fragments out of large volumes of (dynamically generated) informa-

tion that are most likely to meet the user’s information requirements. While the existing work in

the above areas have provided some good methods to measure the similarity between different

users and increase the prediction accuracy, it has also beenconfronted with the challenges of

scalability as the size of web applications nowadays increase dramatically.

Large-scale and distributed e-learning, one of the most popular open web applications, re-

quires efficient and effective schemes to help its users find suitable learning resources and share

their experiences. By constructing reciprocal communities between appropriate users, we could

not only enable useful resource recommendations between each other, but also help students to

maintain a more reliable relationship with each other so as to improve in-depth collaboration.

The work presented in this thesis focuses on providing an automatic community construc-

tion scheme with good effectiveness and scalability. It addresses especially particular technical

challenges inherent in e-learning applications includingmodeling and analysis of dynamic user

behaviors, distributed discovery of users with similar interests, and self-organized reciprocal

community construction. Several algorithms have been designed, implemented, and evaluated

with respect to their robustness and efficiency. We also applied them to a real e-learning ap-

plication. The results of an empirical study prove that we provided an effective solution for

learning community monitoring and personalized resource recommendation. The solution is

applicable to large-scale network-based education and facilitates collaborative learning among

students who exhibit similar status and interests. Finallywe could demonstrate the system’s

ability to enhance the students’ learning effectiveness.
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7.1 Main Scientific Contributions

The main scientific contributions of this thesis include:

1. Novel formal model of personalized recommendation systems. Relying on related

theories and concepts in social networking, we formalized the problem of personalized

recommendation in open environments from the multi-agent point of view. We presented

a structure of self-organizing communities linked throughgroup agents. We introduced

the concept of group membership to model a degree of trust of users in a particular

community. Based on that, we proposed the R3H-SORC algorithm with a novel award-

adjustment and member-exchange scheme to capture and utilize personal features em-

bedded in the requests of users. The extracted features allowed us to implement a highly

effective reciprocal community construction and recommendation framework.

2. Model for maintaining interest features. Each resource may have many feature key-

words, which can not recognized from the resource title. This may result in the fact that

two users may associate the same rating value with a resourcewhile they are interested

in different content parts. To evaluate users’ interests more accurately, we introduced the

interest feature vector (IFV) considering both the featurevector of resources and a user’s

rating value on each resource. The IFV reflects the evaluation of a user’s interest precisely

based on keywords characterizing the content rather than categories of resources. Based

on this accurate user preference representation method, weproposed a new community

self-organizing algorithm, called IFV-SORC algorithm. Beyond a user’s identification

and rating value, the recommendation request here also includes the resource feature vec-

tor of the recommended resource. We defined several similarity calculation formulas

according to different matching scenarios. Furthermore, the schema of recommenda-

tion acceptance has been introduced. It enables the group agent to use the acceptance

coefficient of different groups on a particular recommendation to adjust the community

structure. This method provides an effective way to model the user interest precisely so

as to better measure the similarity between different users. By organizing users according

to their interest feature vectors, the resulting recommendation system has an enhanced

ability to provide more precise recommendations for users.

3. P2P community model. In an actual information recommendation environment, users

usually have multiple interests, while the community structure linked through group

agents is based on the assumption that each user only has one interest, which can be
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managed by only one group agent. Obviously, this kind of community structure is not

suited for a community organization with multiple interests per user. To deal with this

problem, we presented a P2P community model based on a free and open network struc-

ture to solve the deficiency of a fixed community structure used in the above method.

Each user is regarded as an equal peer in the system maintaining her neighborhood struc-

ture autonomously. Based on this assumption, a novel recommendation algorithm named

Hebb-SORC algorithm, which is based on Hebbian consistencylearning, has been pro-

posed to learn the trust relationship between users and adjust the community structure.

This enables the whole user network to evolve multiple self-organized communities un-

der the reciprocity of intelligent agents. Our experimental results, which rely on standard

benchmarks, show that, compared with traditional collaborative algorithms, our method

has better prediction accuracy and community constructionefficiency.

4. Community construction framework. Finally we proposed SORCERY, a novel self-

organized community construction algorithm framework. SORCERY exhibits a high de-

gree of generality and scalability for personalized recommendation in open environments.

Based on the SORCERY platform, we implemented a learning community monitoring

and personalized recommendation system for e-learning based on the JADE intelligent

agent platform. It provides many useful functions such as neighborhood management,

resource rating and recommendation, community communication, and collaboration sup-

port for distributed e-learners in China. The latter helps them to realize resource and

experience sharing among each other substantially.

5. Empirical study. To determine whether the use of the recommendation system really

helped students to enhance their learning effect, a prototype has been implemented and

tested with 160 selected students of the Network Education College at Shanghai Jiao

Tong University. They were divided into two control groups Aand B. Students of group

A learned in a normal way and could not obtain any recommendation or guidance for

additional learning documents, while the students of groupB were all required to use

the online recommendation system. Inspired by educationaltechnology research, we

executed three kinds of evaluations at the end of the testingsemester. The experimental

results show that this system can help students to enhance their learning effort towards

an ascending learning curve and higher marks. Also most students who used the system

were satisfied with its efficient and helpful services.
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7.2 Future Work

Community construction has proved to be an effective methodto facilitate the resource and

experience sharing in web applications. In the future work aiming to expand the scientific and

technical basis laid by this thesis, we would like to investigate further on community construc-

tion strategies beyond just grouping users with similar interests together. By viewing each user

as both a service provider and a service consumer, we wish to introduce the notion of user ca-

pability into our current user profiling method and describeit in a semantically rich way so as

to resolve the community construction problem from a web service discovery point of view. By

doing so, we hope to find a more flexible and personalized community construction scheme.
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